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           1                    MR. MARTELLA:  I would like to call

           2           the meeting to order.  Is there a motion?  Is
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           3           there a second?

           4           (Members indicated by raising of hands.)

           5                    MR. MARTELLA:  The mintues from the

           6           last meeting, everybody have a chance to read

           7           them?

           8                    MR. STURM:  A couple of corrections,

           9           if I may.  In the agenda, which is the third

          10           item, first page, where it talks about "to

          11           include the Compensation Committee to old

          12           business and the COSA issue on boundaries,"  I

          13           believe that should be CUSA, C-U-S-A.

          14           Although, it wasn't really a CUSA issue.

          15                    Likewise, the heading on top of the

          16           second page, also CUSA.

          17                    In the middle of the page, the

          18           "Proposed State Cup and President's Cup Dates,"

          19           in the paragraph starting "Mr. Benintendi," I'm

          20           not sure whether we're missing some words or

          21           something.  In the sentence, "We take Spring

          22           2014 President's Cup. . . but do not make a

          23           decision yet on those dates," I'm not sure I'm

          24           grasping what was to be said there.

          25                    MR. WILSON:  I don't either.  That's

                                   DONNER REPORTING
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           1           what the court reporter had.

           2                    MR. STURM:  It just seemed a little

           3           awkward.

           4                    MR. WILSON:  It is awkward.  I don't

           5           know how --

           6                    MR. MARTELLA:  There was one year that
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           7           we didn't approve.

           8                    MR. STURM:  Well, it was my

           9           understanding we approved moving the

          10           President's Cup to May 4th and 5th, but we did

          11           not approve the State Cup for the spring

          12           season.  We approved the fall State Cup and

          13           President's Cup dates and the spring 2014 dates

          14           for the President's Cup, but we did not come to

          15           a resolution on the State Cup dates.

          16                    MR. MARTELLA:  That's for the spring

          17           of two thousand --

          18                    MR. STURM:  -- thirteen.

          19                    MR. MARTELLA:  -- thirteen?  Anybody

          20           recollect that or how that --

          21                    MR. FRISBIE:  My notes show that we

          22           were to move the President's Cup dates, but all

          23           the dates were approved for the spring except

          24           for the President's Cup dates.

          25                    MR. STURM:  No, you wanted -- your
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           1           proposal put the State Cup Round of 16 on

           2           April 27th and 28th, and that motion failed.

           3                    MR. FRISBIE:  Here's the notes right

           4           here.  It's the same thing that I put in the

           5           packet.  The President's Cup dates are on those

           6           dates, but not the State Cup dates.

           7                    MR. STURM:  So your notes show the

           8           President's Cup on the Nike Cup weekend?  That

           9           most definitely was not approved.
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          10                    MR. FRISBIE:  It wasn't, that's what

          11           I'm saying, but the other dates were.

          12                    MR. STURM:  Yeah, that's what I said.

          13           The President's Cup, May 4th and 5th.  No

          14           decision was made on the State Cup dates.

          15                    MR. FRISBIE:  The State Cup dates I

          16           have as May 4th and 5th, and then you wanted to

          17           move the President's Cup dates to those dates

          18           also.

          19                    MR. MARTELLA:  That's what I remember.

          20           We kept the State Cup, right, but the

          21           President's Cup you didn't want to go the last

          22           week because we have a conflict with Nike Cup,

          23           so we were moving that to simultaneously --

          24                    MR. STURM:  What do your notes show?

          25                    MR. FRISBIE:  They show crossing out
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           1           the President's Cup dates as April 27th and

           2           28th and moving them to May 4th and 5th in line

           3           with the State Cup dates.

           4                    MR. STURM:  So for Spring 2013, the

           5           State Cup and the President's Cup Round of 16

           6           is May 4th and 5th?

           7                    MS. MAAS:  That's correct, uh-hum.

           8                    MR. ROSSI:  And we had some discussion

           9           about that was the same as the Z Cup weekend,

          10           but that wasn't a problem.

          11                    MS. MAAS:  Yes, that's correct.

          12                    MR. FRISBIE:  Uh-hum.

          13                    MR. ROSSI:  And it was all the others
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          14           we didn't approve for future years.

          15                    MS. MAAS:  Right.

          16                    MR. FRISBIE:  It was the early date

          17           that you had the problem with.

          18                    MR. STURM:  Right.

          19                    MR. MARTELLA:  So we are moving off of

          20           the last week of April, we don't have a

          21           conflict with that, but we did put the State

          22           Cup and the President's Cup on the first week,

          23           May 4th and 5th.

          24                    MR. FRISBIE:  Correct.

          25                    MR. STURM:  Okay.  And that's not real
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           1           clear in the minutes here.

           2                    MR. ROSSI:  2014 and 2015, we kicked

           3           it down the road.

           4                    MR. MARTELLA:  Do you need to make a

           5           correction to that as far as what we have in

           6           the minutes?

           7                    MR. WILSON:  I was going to spring --

           8                    MR. MARTELLA:  Well, we did approve

           9           the Spring 2013 State Cup and President's Cup

          10           for May 4th and 5th.

          11                    MR. WILSON:  Yeah.

          12                    MR. MARTELLA:  And there's no decision

          13           on 2014 or '15.

          14                    MR. WILSON:  Okay.  I see.

          15                    MR. MARTELLA:  Just the way it's

          16           stated, it doesn't read properly.  Okay?
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          17                    MR. WILSON:  All right.  Gotcha.

          18                    MR. MARTELLA:  Anything else?

          19                    MR. STURM:  No.

          20                    MR. MARTELLA:  Any further

          21           corrections?  Motion to accept?

          22                    MR. TINNERMAN:  So moved.

          23                    MR. MARTELLA:  Second?

          24                    MR. MANLEY:  Yes.

          25                    MR. MARTELLA:  All those in favor?
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           1           Oppose?

           2                    (Vote by raising of hands was taken.)

           3                    MR. MARTELLA:  Thank you.

           4                    Treasurer's report, Mr. Cline?

           5                    MR. CLINE:  The first page balance

           6           sheet, as of July 31st, our fiscal year goes to

           7           August 31st, so these numbers are through

           8           July 31st.  Right now we're, asset-wise, we're

           9           up $88,000 as of July 31st over last year, so

          10           total assets we're up $84,000 over the last

          11           year.  Liability capital, the same thing, we're

          12           up $84,000 overall as of July 31st cash-wise.

          13                    Tom, it looks like we've got to buy

          14           some CDs here shortly.  We're holding this cash

          15           in the bank, that's checking accounts?

          16                    MR. FRISBIE:  As of July 31, I

          17           wouldn't recommend buying any CDs today, but

          18           we're holding a number of CDs right now.

          19                    MR. MARTELLA:  One of the things --

          20           May I ask a question?
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          21                    MR. CLINE:  Sure.

          22                    MR. MARTELLA:  It seemed like we're

          23           rather high on our payables.  Is that because

          24           we have somebody on vacation or something, that

          25           we didn't do the bills?  Because, typically,
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           1           I've never seen anything get into six digits.

           2                    MR. CLINE:  Well, when we get into the

           3           income statement, you'll notice we have a bunch

           4           of bills to pay in August.  Correct, Tom?

           5                    MR. FRISBIE:  Well, at the time of

           6           July 31 we could have had bills that were ready

           7           to be paid, and a large number of them.

           8                    MR. CLINE:  That will sink our cash

           9           position a little bit.  Okay?

          10                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yeah.

          11                    MR. CLINE:  And if you go to the

          12           income statement, you can kind of see that.

          13           This, there again, it's for July 31st.  The

          14           total revenues for the year, the bottom of the

          15           second -- the top of the second column, the

          16           total line there is $1,457,909.

          17                    When you go down to the bottom of that

          18           and you look at the year to date, we're

          19           holding -- the net income is $115,000.  We're

          20           going to have to pay that $111,000 worth of

          21           bills.  So, actually, for the year we're going

          22           to -- by August 31 we're going to show a loss.

          23           Okay?  Which is what we budgeted for.
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          24                    One thing you'll notice, the state

          25           office fees is almost 30 percent of our

                                   DONNER REPORTING
                                    (513) 829-5099
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           1           expenses.  That's a pretty big number.  And if

           2           you go to the next page, you could see a

           3           breakout of those, year to date, last year, and

           4           this year.

           5                    So, actually, mainly because of

           6           payroll, we're down this year with expenses.

           7                    Any questions?

           8                    MR. STURM:  Yes.  On the first page,

           9           the accumulated depreciation, we're showing

          10           $179,000 in accumulated depreciation?  Knowing

          11           that you're not the accountant that calculated

          12           the depreciation, what all does that include?

          13           That seems like a very high number.

          14                    MR. CLINE:  Well, that's your

          15           equipment and fixtures in the line right above

          16           that.  And as far as I can tell, we're pretty

          17           much fully depreciated.

          18                    MR. MARTELLA:  Our stuff is starting

          19           to get a little long in the tooth, so that's

          20           why that number.

          21                    MR. CLINE:  Balance sheet-wise, we

          22           don't own anything, okay, of value.  Everything

          23           is -- If we were going to sell it today, it's

          24           not worth anything by this.  Okay?  Because

          25           it's been fully depreciated.

                                   DONNER REPORTING
                                    (513) 829-5099
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           1                    MR. STURM:  So as the depreciation --

           2           something is depreciated at different rates,

           3           seven years, five years, twenty years,

           4           whatever.  When something is fully depreciated,

           5           does that ever become zero then for that

           6           particular item?

           7                    MR. CLINE:  Yeah, the depreciation --

           8           The reason that you're holding depreciation

           9           there is technically, what we're showing there

          10           is we have $174,000 worth of equipment.  It's

          11           fully depreciated.  What the depreciation tells

          12           us, though, is that we can replace that

          13           equipment as necessary without taking a hit on

          14           the income statement.  Okay?  That's why we

          15           carry the depreciation.  It's not always done

          16           by nonprofits.  Okay?  It's not generally

          17           always in nonprofits.  It's in ours, it's

          18           through the course of history.  Okay?  So

          19           that's what it is even though it looks a little

          20           hokey.

          21                    But that really gives us -- If they

          22           have to buy a new photocopy machine, we

          23           wouldn't technically have to expense that.

          24           That would come out of accumulated

          25           depreciation.  So the way that the CPAs would
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           1           look at that is that's actually a blank check,

           2           that $179,000, that we can use to replace
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           3           equipment without having to expense it.  Okay?

           4                    MR. STURM:  This is probably a

           5           question for Tom specifically.  On the second

           6           page, for the risk management, year to date,

           7           you're showing 37,625.  I assume most of that's

           8           for IntelliCorp?

           9                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yes.

          10                    MR. STURM:  Are you including any

          11           legal costs related to risk management in

          12           there?

          13                    MR. FRISBIE:  Some, yes.

          14                    MR. STURM:  Okay.  And kind of on a

          15           related subject, after the Board approved the

          16           new risk management program, was that ever run

          17           by council once we had the final --

          18                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yes.

          19                    MR. STURM:  Okay.

          20                    MR. FRISBIE:  And I'll talk about a

          21           change, just a minor change we need to make to

          22           risk management tonight because of that.

          23                    MR. STURM:  Okay.  Good.  And then in

          24           the state league, you show year to date $998,

          25           but over on the budget working draft for the
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           1           state league in expenses you show zeros?

           2                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yeah.  The working draft

           3           of the budget, because in the original budget

           4           that was created for this year, state league

           5           was not in that budget, so that was just added.

           6           Those numbers are real numbers as of the
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           7           printing.  In the income statement, that 998 is

           8           a real number that was generated since the

           9           state league was approved.

          10                    MR. STURM:  Okay.  But then over on

          11           the state league on your budget working draft

          12           you have zero for your --

          13                    MR. MARTELLA:  That's a proposed

          14           budget, correct?

          15                    MR. STURM:  No, that's year ending.

          16                    MR. CLINE:  That's the budget from

          17           last year that was approved, though.  So unless

          18           that was added in there, that wouldn't

          19           necessarily be in there because the budget is

          20           not something that changes over the course of

          21           time reacting to the numbers on the income

          22           statement, so that's pretty will cast in stone.

          23                    MR. STURM:  Well, I'm talking -- Jim,

          24           I'm talking about the third column -- or the

          25           fourth column.  The fourth column is, yes, the
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           1           one cast in stone.  All the other numbers seem

           2           to match up.  That was certainly not a big

           3           deal.

           4                    MR. FRISBIE:  Maybe I just forgot to

           5           drop it in there.  Oh, yeah, because that's as

           6           of 8/14/12.  No, that wouldn't have been done.

           7           I just forgot to drop it in there.

           8                    MR. MARTELLA:  Any other comments?

           9           Thank you, Jim.
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          10                    The next item is executive session, so

          11           is there a motion to go into executive session?

          12                    MR. RUFFOLO:  I move.

          13                    MR. STURM:  Question?  The purpose of

          14           the executive session?

          15                    MR. MARTELLA:  That is for the

          16           contract.

          17                    MR. CLINE:  Being requested by the

          18           Compensation Committee chairman.

          19                    MR. STURM:  Okay.

          20                    MR. MARTELLA:  Second?  Any

          21           discussion?  Okay.  We're going to move into

          22           executive session, so anyone that's not a

          23           member of the Board of Directors, I'd ask you

          24           to please leave.

          25                    MR. FRISBIE:  Do you want to keep the

                                   DONNER REPORTING
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           1           court reporter to cover our conversation in

           2           executive session?

           3                    MR. MARTELLA:  I don't think so.  We

           4           can make the decision when we come back on the

           5           record.  If I'm not mistaken, I think that's

           6           how we do it.  Can I ask you to please step out

           7           during the executive session?

           8           (Meeting moves into executive session.)

           9           (Meeting comes out of executive session and

          10            resumes with all parties present.)

          11                    MR. MARTELLA:  Mr. Cline, now that

          12           we're back in session, would you make a motion

          13           to accept the --
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          14                    MR. CLINE:  Oh, I make the motion that

          15           we accept the employment extension contract for

          16           Mr. Frisbie that we agreed to in executive

          17           session.

          18                    MR. STURM:  The offer.

          19                    MR. CLINE:  The offer.

          20                    MR. STURM:  We're not accepting, we're

          21           offering it.

          22                    MR. MARTELLA:  Do we have a second?

          23                    MR. HILTON:  Second.

          24                    MR. MARTELLA:  Any discussion?  All

          25           those in favor?  Oppose?
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           1                    (Vote taken by raising of hands.)

           2                    MR. MARTELLA:  Thank you.  We're going

           3           to move into old business, the proposed State

           4           Cup and President's Cup dates.  Now, does Carol

           5           have this or Tom have this?

           6                    MS. MAAS:  Tom has that.  Is he out

           7           there?  Do you want me to get him?

           8                    MR. MARTELLA:  He was coming in.  I

           9           don't know what happened to him.

          10                    (Hearing stood in recess.)

          11                    (Tom Frisbie enters room.)

          12                    MR. MARTELLA:  Tom, we're into old

          13           business --

          14                    MR. FRISBIE:  Sorry about that.

          15                    MR. MARTELLA:  -- with the proposed

          16           State Cup and President's Cup dates.
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          17                    MR. FRISBIE:  Okay.  I think we were

          18           debating that first President's Cup weekend.

          19           Sorry.

          20                    MR. MARTELLA:  First off, what year

          21           are we looking at?

          22                    MR. FRISBIE:  I think we need to look

          23           at 2013 first.  Okay.  So the ones we've had

          24           proposed were April 27th and 28th for 2013.

          25           The reason we proposed that is because of

                                   DONNER REPORTING
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           1           having everything on the one weekend creates

           2           kind of an administrative logistical burden to

           3           put on.  It just becomes pretty unwielding.

           4           I'm open to any suggestions.  I mean, not

           5           excluding the 27th and the 28th and not moving

           6           it to the 4th and 5th.  I mean, I'm open to

           7           either one of those.  I just want to know what

           8           the board would like to do so we can move

           9           forward.

          10                    MR. STURM:  We're talking spring,

          11           2013?

          12                    MR. FRISBIE:  Right.

          13                    MR. STURM:  I thought in the minutes

          14           we had already decided that.

          15                    MR. FRISBIE:  No, we decided that the

          16           State Cup dates were good.  We have to figure

          17           out what we're going to do with the President's

          18           Cup Round of 16 or Round of 8.

          19                    MR. MARTELLA:  I'm totally confused.

          20           I thought that when we did the revised minutes
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          21           that we said that the spring of 2013,

          22           President's Cup and State Cup is from May 4th

          23           and 5th, whatever that weekend is of May.

          24                    MR. FRISBIE:  Okay.

          25                    MR. MARTELLA:  And that's already in
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           1           the books.

           2                    MR. FRISBIE:  Maybe I was confused

           3           then.  I'm sorry.  So we'll book it for May 4th

           4           and 5th.

           5                    MR. MARTELLA:  That was already

           6           approved.

           7                    MR. FRISBIE:  Okay.

           8                    MR. MARTELLA:  Now we're moving to the

           9           fall of 2013 or is that already approved?

          10                    MR. FRISBIE:  No, fall is approved.

          11                    MR. MARTELLA:  Now we're moving to

          12           spring of 2014.

          13                    MR. FRISBIE:  Okay.  What would the

          14           board like to do there?

          15                    MR. STURM:  Well, I can understand why

          16           we want to do the 2013 dates, both spring and

          17           fall, so that you can make arrangements to

          18           secure the fields a year in advance.  But I'm

          19           not sure I understand the need to figure almost

          20           two years in advance as a lot of things can

          21           change between now and then.  There could be

          22           other facilities open up.  There's a lot of

          23           things that can happen in the next year and a
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          24           half, year and three-fourths.

          25                    So I would suggest that, you know,
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           1           we're solid on the 2013 dates, both fall and

           2           spring. we hold off the 2014 dates for a while

           3           longer.

           4                    MS. MAAS:  Personally, I would like to

           5           try at least go through 2014 because I think it

           6           gives us a little bit ahead of time, to get

           7           organized and we know when it is, the teams

           8           know when it is.  And I say, frankly, you know,

           9           there's no reason not to.  At least we can

          10           tentatively secure dates or look at properties,

          11           that sort of thing and/or give the properties

          12           time to know that those are our dates and if

          13           anyone is interested, they can, you know, apply

          14           to host those games.

          15                    MR. MANLEY:  I think it also gives our

          16           tournament directors something to look at so

          17           that they know what dates they want to avoid or

          18           work around, so I think that's an important

          19           thing that we can do for them.

          20                    MR. STURM:  Previously, Tom, you

          21           provided us with a chart like

          22           that (indicating).

          23                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yes.

          24                    MR. STURM:  That made it very easy to

          25           understand.  You don't have any extra copies of

                                   DONNER REPORTING
                                    (513) 829-5099
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           1           that?

           2                    MR. FRISBIE:  No, just mine.  Sorry.

           3                    MR. STURM:  I mean, before that was

           4           very helpful to understand progression of

           5           looking forward.

           6                    MR. FRISBIE:  But I do have the fall

           7           dates as being approved at the last board

           8           meeting.

           9                    MR. MARTELLA:  2013?

          10                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yes.

          11                    MR. STURM:  Yeah, I think that's fine.

          12                    MR. MARTELLA:  May I suggest that -- I

          13           asked Tom before the next meeting, working with

          14           our President's Cup and State Cup chairperson,

          15           to prepare a chart that we can then review at

          16           that meeting on the first weekend of December.

          17           I think that still gives us enough time to, you

          18           know, evaluate.  But it's far easier for us to

          19           look at the calendar and look at the dates when

          20           we do have the chart.  I agree that it's very

          21           difficult and trying to pull up in my head what

          22           the dates are and stuff like this.  So if

          23           everybody is in concurrence with that, I will

          24           ask Tom to do that for the December meeting.

          25                    MS. MAAS:  Well, like you say, the
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           1           tournaments, even -- We're almost at the end of

           2           '12.  So looking at '13 and '14 it's certainly
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           3           appropriate and beyond.  I like Bud's comment,

           4           too, about the tournaments.

           5                    MR. MARTELLA:  Okay.  Without

           6           objection, we'll move forward with that.  Okay.

           7                    MR. STURM:  If I could, after the

           8           agenda came out, I realized that the

           9           Constitution says that the board approves the

          10           State Cup chair and the President's Cup chair

          11           because their terms start September 1, and Tom

          12           suggested that this would be the appropriate

          13           place to have that determination.

          14                    MR. MARTELLA:  All right.  I would

          15           like to recommend to the board that we appoint

          16           Carol Maas as our President's Cup chairperson

          17           and Bud Manley as our State Cup chairperson.

          18                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Second.

          19                    MR. MARTELLA:  That's my

          20           recommendation.

          21                    MR. RUFFOLO:  I'll so move.

          22                    MR. STURM:  I'll second.

          23                    MR. MARTELLA:  Any discussion?  All

          24           those in favor?  Opposed?

          25                    (Vote taken by raising of hands.)
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           1                    MR. MARTELLA:  Congratulations.  Thank

           2           you, thanks for your service.

           3                    MS. MAAS:  I thought we were going on

           4           vacation.

           5                    MR. MARTELLA:  Okay.  Old business,

           6           proposed board policy, the protocol for filling
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           7           vacancies on the board of directors.

           8                    MR. STURM:  This was my proposal.

           9           And, actually, it was on the agenda for the

          10           last meeting but we didn't get to it.  The top

          11           half is the -- what it says in the Constitution

          12           for the election and selection and replacement

          13           of board members.  Unfortunately, that, as

          14           written, there are some gaps about the timing

          15           of such things and that is why I am proposing

          16           that the board adopt what is in the bottom of

          17           the page shown in red.

          18                    Over the years, I think I, along with

          19           Jim and several other board members going back

          20           some 15 years, there has been a variety of

          21           different ways that these kinds of things have

          22           transpired and I'm not married into any one

          23           way, I just think that we should be consistent

          24           in the way that we do do it.  And I move that

          25           we adopt the board policy as shown in the
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           1           section in red.

           2                    MR. MARTELLA:  Second?

           3                    MR. HILTON:  Second.

           4                    MR. MARTELLA:  Discussion?

           5                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Jim -- I'm trying to

           6           figure out what I'm going to say.  Give me a

           7           for instance of what we're talking about, where

           8           the problem is with the current and why we need

           9           to have the replacement.
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          10                    MR. STURM:  At this past January AGM,

          11           after the start of the interdistrict meeting,

          12           Kate announced her resignation.  You were then

          13           elected as her replacement.

          14                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Bad move.

          15                    MR. STURM:  However, however, during

          16           the balance of the board meeting, Kate -- You

          17           didn't take your position as a member of the

          18           board of directors and Kate stayed there.  She

          19           remained at the head table.  And my thought is

          20           that if somebody is elected, they generally

          21           take the position immediately upon their

          22           election.

          23                    Also, in the past we've had other

          24           situations where different people, the

          25           replacement people have been handled
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           1           differently.  Again, I'm not married into any

           2           one method, I'm just trying to come up with one

           3           method.

           4                    MR. RUFFOLO:  So, basically, I can see

           5           when you have your third paragraph there, when

           6           a replacement director is elected, they

           7           immediately take their position, that I don't

           8           have any problem with.  I'm still trying to

           9           figure out -- Your second paragraph is

          10           basically the second paragraph above, right?

          11                    MR. STURM:  Well, it clears up as far

          12           as the timing because the first paragraph says

          13           what happens when they are no longer on the
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          14           board prior to the meeting, and the second

          15           paragraph takes care of the situations when

          16           they resign during the meeting.

          17                    MR. RUFFOLO:  So in our case, which we

          18           just had in January, if a director resigns

          19           after that board meeting started, and instead

          20           of letting the members vote, we would go to the

          21           board to vote?

          22                    MR. STURM:  That's correct.  But to

          23           avoid that, all she has to do, he or she has to

          24           do is announce before the start of the meeting

          25           that they're resigning.
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           1                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Okay.  I see what you're

           2           saying.

           3                    MR. STURM:  And by having an upfront

           4           policy, then everybody knows going in what the

           5           deal is.

           6                    MR. RUFFOLO:  At the same time, could

           7           we, instead of saying that it goes to the

           8           board, why not say that until, you know, the

           9           election is over, you know, it goes to the

          10           elected members.

          11                    MR. STURM:  Again, I don't care, I

          12           just want to have something in writing.

          13                    MR. RUFFOLO:  I don't want to take it

          14           away from the member when we're at a meeting

          15           and in that case the members did vote and they

          16           got their say.  Okay?  So if you want to amend
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          17           that and say that it's up to the membership,

          18           I'm probably okay with it.  But I don't know if

          19           I want the board to take away something from

          20           the members.

          21                    MR. MARTELLA:  If you look at like the

          22           USSF, it's United States Soccer Federation,

          23           they have elections during the meeting.  They

          24           don't -- when you put that person on the stage

          25           while the meeting is going on, that person is
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           1           seated after the close of the business of

           2           that -- They reconvene the next day, they have

           3           an afternoon meeting or whatever, and that's

           4           the thing.  You know, I've seen that more

           5           prevalent than saying, okay, we're voting at

           6           the two-thirds mark or the first third of the

           7           meeting and then all of a sudden you have to

           8           start shuffling people to take their position

           9           or something.

          10                    MR. STURM:  But the reality is the way

          11           we operate our meetings, there is a break

          12           between the interdistrict meeting and the

          13           continuation of the meeting.

          14                    MR. ROSSI:  Giving them an

          15           opportunity --

          16                    MR. STURM:  Again, to your thing, fix

          17           your concern.  In the second paragraph, in the

          18           event of the death, resignation, or removal of

          19           a director, prior to the end of the

          20           interdistrict meeting.
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          21                    MS. MAAS:  In order to do due

          22           diligence with this, I would like to personally

          23           read Article 7, Section D, et cetera,

          24           et cetera, and all that's referred to here.

          25           Since we do not have to do this today, this
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           1           evening, I would like to give us the

           2           opportunity to do this and then if we want to

           3           bring this back, I think that's certainly

           4           appropriate, but I think we do need to --

           5                    MR. MARTELLA:  Tom, do you have the

           6           Constitution with you?

           7                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yes.

           8                    MR. POSEY:  I just want to follow up

           9           with that comment, I was stunned.  I don't want

          10           to look at it now.  I just think, Number 1, I

          11           almost think we need, you know, a tri-lateral

          12           committee to be appointed as members in ways of

          13           doing business and can we tweak it?  You

          14           mentioned, for example, the nuances that you

          15           all talked about.  And, frankly, I get tired of

          16           doing everything piecemeal.  You know, we need

          17           to take a look at it as a whole and let's take

          18           a look at it as a whole.  I would just suggest

          19           two people from each district, you know, go

          20           through it, have a nice talk, they can go

          21           through it and then come back to us.

          22                    MR. RUFFOLO:  I think that's a great

          23           idea.
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          24                    MR. POSEY:  I really think we ought to

          25           have them do that.
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           1                    MR. STURM:  On the Constitutional

           2           Committee?

           3                    MR. POSEY:  Well, I really think that

           4           we ought to have to as one of our purposes to

           5           get something done, the people that we can live

           6           with so we're not tweaking this every meeting

           7           because our members are driven crazy by this,

           8           the nuances and the minutia that we come up

           9           with.  We need to get a working document and

          10           make it work and sit on it for a while.  It's

          11           just -- That's my thought to you,

          12           Mr. President.

          13                    MR. STURM:  Carol, to your question,

          14           Article 7, Paragraph B, Subparagraph 2 is shown

          15           right at the top.

          16                    MS. MAAS:  Okay.  But with all due

          17           respect, I'd like to --

          18                    MR. RUFFOLO:  She was also saying

          19           Section D.

          20                    MS. MAAS:  All of it.  I just would

          21           like to sit down and read it, digest it, and

          22           give it due diligence, which I think it

          23           deserves, as Mr. Posey said.

          24                    MR. MARTELLA:  Do we currently have a

          25           motion and a second?
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           1                    (Indication by raising of hands.)

           2                    MR. MARTELLA:  Any further discussion?

           3                    MR. STURM:  On one point, timing-wise,

           4           our next meeting is not scheduled until

           5           December 4 and the board -- There's two ways

           6           amendments to the Constitution to be made:  The

           7           board either accepts it by a two-thirds vote or

           8           the membership can -- a member league can

           9           propose it 60 days in advance.

          10                    Just so that everybody doesn't think

          11           I'm trying to blindside them, just to cover

          12           that eventuality, I will be putting it forward

          13           as a member motion, but I'm not trying to

          14           sandbag anybody, I'm just trying to fit that

          15           requirement.  And we certainly can discuss it

          16           in the next meeting.  Therefore, I move to

          17           table this proposal.

          18                    MR. MARTELLA:  All those in favor?

          19           Oppose?

          20                    (Vote taken by raising of hands.)

          21                    MR. MARTELLA:  Thank you.  Based upon

          22           the conversation that I've heard, this body is

          23           in favor of appointing a Constitutional

          24           Committee to review the nuance items that we

          25           referred to and we have to deal with and bring
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           1           that back to this body.

           2                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Can I respond?  I think
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           3           it's a good idea, but I don't think that it's

           4           something that is going to happen by the next

           5           meeting or anything like that.  It's something

           6           that we're going to have to sit down.  I have

           7           never read the whole thing, I never plan on

           8           reading the whole thing.  But in order to do

           9           that, do you really have to read it front page

          10           to back page to understand where you might say

          11           one thing here and maybe it's applicable

          12           somewhere else?

          13                    So if we're wanting to do that, make

          14           it a project.  I think it's a good idea.  If

          15           we're looking for an immediate response to all

          16           these things and have it all done in the next

          17           meeting or two, I don't think that's going

          18           to --

          19                    MR. MARTELLA:  I'm looking to set up

          20           something for the long-term, but I'd like to

          21           get it kicked off now.

          22                    MR. STURM:  Rather than you suggest a

          23           topic, fixing some of the nuances, I would

          24           suggest if we're going to do this, we fix it.

          25           As Jim Cline alluded to, maybe the board's too
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           1           big, maybe we need to do some fundamental

           2           restructuring that should we go that route,

           3           then a number of us could be impacted on that,

           4           I mean, fundamentally it could change the

           5           direction of the organization.

           6                    Rather than initially send it to a
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           7           committee, it may be better that we -- and we

           8           did this a number of years ago where we did a

           9           retreat where we'd bring everybody in and

          10           rather than try to pigeonhole a discussion like

          11           that into just an hour- or two-hour meeting,

          12           we'd have an extended period of time so that we

          13           really grasp some of the fundamental details of

          14           what we want, the direction we want the

          15           committee to go in.  Because for the historic,

          16           I think every board member is going to have to

          17           have a significant buy-in.

          18                    MR. POSEY:  You know, I would suggest

          19           maybe a combination of two thoughts:  Number 1,

          20           I thought the risk management work that we did

          21           over the past months, the 12 to 15 months,

          22           really revamped what we did in terms of risk

          23           management.  And the process I thought worked

          24           really well with lots of give and take and

          25           reporting back and forth and all of the
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           1           proposals passed relatively quickly.

           2                    I would hope that a committee could be

           3           appointed to act in a similar long-range

           4           fashion and maybe report on concepts

           5           periodically as they come up.  So as things are

           6           being developed, consensus could be achieved.

           7           I just find retreats with lots of people here

           8           difficult to get a consensus on a complicated

           9           document.
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          10                    I would hope a committee would be

          11           appointed and work in good faith, as I'm sure

          12           it would on the last projects we talked about,

          13           and, you know, it's going to be a long-term

          14           project.

          15                    MR. RUFFOLO:  I would also agree with

          16           that.  But I would also say that after that

          17           committee has a draft or a concept, then we can

          18           go to a retreat and have all the board members

          19           there.  I don't think if we go to a retreat

          20           we'll get anything done.

          21                    MR. MARTELLA:  I agree.

          22                    MR. POSEY:  You're right.

          23                    MR. RUFFOLO:  And so if we appoint a

          24           board to look at it, bring the concepts to the

          25           board along the way, and then put something
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           1           together where these are the issues, these are

           2           what we think we need to be looking at, and

           3           then present it to the board and then we come

           4           and have a retreat to go over it.

           5                    MR. CLINE:  What was that horrible,

           6           tedious experience we went through ten years

           7           ago where we sat at these board meetings for an

           8           hour or two at a time and we went ever word and

           9           every period, was that the bylaws or was that

          10           the Constitution?

          11                    MR. STURM:  No, that was the rules in

          12           the bylaws, because there was only a few of us

          13           here then and it originally was written very
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          14           well by Jim Waldron, but it was a whole series

          15           of Section 12, Subparagraph 2, Subparagraph 1

          16           dot -- no, there weren't any one dots, a little

          17           i and three little a's and you could never find

          18           anything.

          19                    MR. CLINE:  It was horrible, it was

          20           horrible, it was a horrible experience.

          21                    MR. STURM:  And we took all 14 or 15

          22           sections of the manual and broke it down into

          23           bites, we renumbered the whole thing and we

          24           took a chance to clean it up.  We did correct a

          25           number of duplications, contradictions, but I
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           1           think at the same time, I think we also created

           2           some additional duplications and conflicts,

           3           contradictions.

           4                    So, you know, maybe that's the kind of

           5           thing that as a group we should do every decade

           6           or so.  Certainly, not any more often.  But I

           7           think after that process we ended up with a

           8           much better workable document.  It became a lot

           9           more user friendly, if nothing else.

          10                    MR. CLINE:  But we haven't done the

          11           Constitution?

          12                    MR. STURM:  We've never done the

          13           Constitution.

          14                    MR. CLINE:  And it's a lot shorter and

          15           should be a lot more manageable.

          16                    MR. STURM:  A lot more fundamentals in
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          17           the way we do business.

          18                    MR. CLINE:  Right.

          19                    MR. MARTELLA:  How would this body

          20           feel if I were to appoint one person from each

          21           district and then have that person from each

          22           district also appoint another person from that

          23           district and puts together a body.  But I would

          24           appoint -- let's say, I'm going to throw

          25           something out, I would appoint Mr. Cline as the
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           1           chair of this committee.  I would appoint

           2           Mr. Ruffolo from District 2, I would appoint

           3           Mr. Posey from District 1, he'll be bringing in

           4           one other member.

           5                    MR. POSEY:  Waldron.

           6                    MR. MARTELLA:  He is the author, so, I

           7           mean, you've got to give him his due.  But I

           8           would like to proceed on that basis.  And not

           9           that we have to have anything with immediate

          10           urgency or whatever, but I think it puts

          11           together a working body that can take a look at

          12           that and then bring some ideas back to this

          13           body.

          14                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Can I make a suggestion

          15           on that?  You know, I'm hearing that people

          16           have looked at this ten years ago and today.  I

          17           think we should have a fresh look at it and not

          18           have the same voices heard.  And that way when

          19           we come to a meeting --

          20                    MR. CLINE:  There were only two voices
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          21           heard the first time, two, two.  Do you want to

          22           pick out those names?

          23                    MR. RUFFOLO:  You've already told me

          24           who that was.

          25                    MR. CLINE:  Two.
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           1                    MR. STURM:  John, the Constitution has

           2           never been revised.

           3                    MR. CLINE:  No, we never did the

           4           Constitution.

           5                    MR. MARTELLA:  Okay.  I've got three

           6           new people on this.  This basically then covers

           7           the real authors of the Constitution.

           8                    MR. STURM:  The Constitution, Jim

           9           Waldron wrote it 30 years ago and it's

          10           piecemeal --

          11                    MR. RUFFOLO:  The only thing I'm

          12           saying is when we go into a meeting and people

          13           have been doing it, well, this is the way we've

          14           done it and this is why we did that.  We need

          15           people to look at it fresh and say why are we

          16           doing this?  Because we're reading it like our

          17           members would read it.  And that would be my

          18           only suggestion.  And then come back to this

          19           whole board and say this is why we did this,

          20           and then we don't have --

          21                    And, you, yourself, Jim, who have been

          22           on this board forever, can then give us better

          23           direction later on.  Then we have differing
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          24           views instead of it's the same thing over and

          25           over.
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           1                    MR. MARTELLA:  That's what I thought I

           2           was doing.

           3                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Well, poor Jim Cline

           4           over there.

           5                    MR. CLINE:  What did I say?

           6                    MR. RUFFOLO:  He hasn't written the

           7           Constitution either, Tom, so it will all be new

           8           to him.

           9                    MR. CLINE:  But I know how you get to

          10           Constitution.com.

          11                    MS. MAAS:  Okay.  Moving right along,

          12           folks.

          13                    MR. MARTELLA:  Is everybody in

          14           agreement with that proposal?  I would like to

          15           appoint a special committee to review the

          16           Constitution.  I'm appointing Mr. Cline as

          17           chairperson, Mr. Ruffolo from District 2,

          18           Mr. Posey from District 1.  Each of them shall

          19           appoint another member from their district to

          20           assist them in that and then report back to the

          21           board of directors with no timeframe.

          22                    MS. MAAS:  That will teach you to do a

          23           good job.

          24                    MR. STURM:  Move to adopt

          25           Mr. Martella's proposed special committee.
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           1                    MS. MAAS:  Second.

           2                    MR. MARTELLA:  Any discussion?  All

           3           those in favor?  Oppose?

           4                    (Vote taken by raising of hands.)

           5                    MR. MARTELLA:  Thank you.  Mr. Cline,

           6           the budget?

           7                    MR. CLINE:  Okay.  Mr. Frisbie, you're

           8           going to help me with this.  It's part of your

           9           new contract thing.

          10                    MR. FRISBIE:  Okay.

          11                    MR. CLINE:  I'm going to introduce

          12           this, but this is an operational budget, so I'm

          13           going to let Mr. Frisbie answer any questions.

          14           We're currently ending the budget.

          15                    In Column 4 -- Do you have the budget

          16           page?  That's for fiscal year 2012, which will

          17           end on Friday.  So the budget that we're

          18           presenting tonight is in Column 5 for 2013,

          19           which starts on Saturday.  All right?  And we

          20           know that maybe we're going to do this a little

          21           earlier next year, but we're actually looking

          22           at that fifth column.

          23                    Now, you'll notice what Mr. Frisbie

          24           has done, all of the revenue buckets are

          25           expanding, they're going up and increasing, and
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           1           all of the revenue buckets are increasing.  And

           2           we are still showing a little bit of a loss for
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           3           fiscal year 2013.  He is showing registrations

           4           in all of our programs, at least the way he's

           5           presenting it, all of the programs are

           6           profitable.

           7                    And I'll let him explain some of this,

           8           but one thing that is kind of probably hurting

           9           this a little bit from a revenue standpoint is,

          10           as you know, we've added a lot of money to risk

          11           management, so that continues to go up.  Okay?

          12           So we know that.

          13                    Another thing that we really got to

          14           look at, and I hate to say this, is we've got

          15           to probably eventually look at Soccer Ohio.

          16           It's killing us.  And you can see that the

          17           revenues projected are $10,000 and it's going

          18           to cost us $88,000 to produce.  Am I right,

          19           Tom?

          20                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yes.

          21                    MR. CLINE:  Okay.  I would be the last

          22           one to say that we shouldn't have that because

          23           I think it's a benefit to the tournaments,

          24           et cetera, et cetera.  So maybe, you know,

          25           Mr. Martella, maybe you can put together a
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           1           group to look at that.  But, you know, do we

           2           want to continue to dump $78,000 and $75,000

           3           every year into that?  Maybe the technology and

           4           what's out there, maybe there is something

           5           different, and I don't know that.  And I've

           6           always liked that because I think it's an
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           7           important benefit that we give to the

           8           membership and we need to communicate it,

           9           especially for tournaments, but it's something

          10           you want to look at.

          11                    So if you have any questions, you

          12           know, maybe Tom or I can go over some of them.

          13                    MR. STURM:  So the motion you're

          14           making is that we adopt the budget as listed in

          15           the fifth column, the first item of which is

          16           $428,171?

          17                    MR. CLINE:  That's correct.

          18                    MR. STURM:  We need a motion before we

          19           can discuss it.

          20                    MR. POSEY:  So moved.

          21                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Second.

          22                    MR. MARTELLA:  Discussion?

          23                    MR. STURM:  Tom, why do you believe

          24           that registration fees are going to jump by

          25           $13,000 in light of deminishing registration
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           1           numbers?

           2                    MR. FRISBIE:  Those are all based on

           3           average -- historical averages.  Now, making a

           4           budget going out as far as 2015, what that

           5           allows us to do is to make budget adjustments

           6           as we move forward.  So this year in 2013, you

           7           know, we could say, okay, well, our numbers

           8           have been deminishing, we've been on a downward

           9           trend, we can adjust the numbers going forward
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          10           in '14 and '15.  That doesn't necessarily mean

          11           that those numbers are going to happen, high or

          12           low, but it gives us a road map of kind of

          13           where we want to be.

          14                    MR. MARTELLA:  You're looking at

          15           keeping the same registration costs?

          16                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yes, unless we adjust

          17           those.

          18                    MR. MARTELLA:  Like U.S. Soccer is

          19           looking at a $2.00 increase and different

          20           things like that that are coming down the pike.

          21           Question:  That you would then make some budget

          22           amendments then based upon that?

          23                    MR. FRISBIE:  Correct.

          24                    MR. MARTELLA:  Okay.

          25                    MR. CLINE:  And if you look at that
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           1           number back to 2011, that's pretty much how it

           2           has increased over the timeframe.

           3                    MR. STURM:  But from 2010 to 2011, it

           4           dropped 45,000 or so, it turned around and went

           5           up in '12.  But, I mean, once they decide the

           6           logistics, that it's going to jump an

           7           additional level, especially in light of the

           8           rumored reductions from player registrations.

           9                    A couple other questions:  Down in the

          10           expenses, in the third column for Soccer Ohio,

          11           you have the budget ending on 8/14 at $45,000,

          12           but in the next 16 days we'll spend 40,000,

          13           we're projecting to spend $40,000?
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          14                    MR. FRISBIE:  We only had a previous

          15           one, the addition of Soccer Ohio this past

          16           year, as opposed to two.

          17                    MR. MARTELLA:  Okay.

          18                    MR. STURM:  And State Cup is -- you

          19           know, we projected an expense of 205 -- or we

          20           spent 205 and we only had 165 budgeted?

          21                    MR. FRISBIE:  Right.

          22                    MR. STURM:  So you're saying that

          23           State Cup lost $50,000?

          24                    MR. FRISBIE:  Approximately, State Cup

          25           and President's Cup.
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           1                    MR. STURM:  Rolling the two together?

           2                    MS. MAAS:  Bud did it.

           3                    MR. STURM:  Pardon?

           4                    MS. MAAS:  But did it.

           5                    MR. MARTELLA:  Can I ask a question on

           6           that?

           7                    MR. FRISBIE:  Sure.

           8                    MR. MARTELLA:  In the State Cup we

           9           show that we went revenue from 192 to 151, yet

          10           on expenses we went from 165 to 205.  When we

          11           have a declining revenue side, shouldn't we

          12           have a corresponding, somewhat of a savings to

          13           the expense side, instead of increasing by

          14           $40,000?

          15                    MR. FRISBIE:  Correct, you would hope

          16           so.  We had a number of increased expenses in
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          17           terms of rentals with a number of properties

          18           that we had to rent and we had -- this was our

          19           first year of doing fall and spring State Cups.

          20                    MR. STURM:  The single biggest driver

          21           is referee fees and we had fewer teams playing,

          22           then shouldn't our total referee expense also

          23           have gone down?

          24                    MR. FRISBIE:  Well, you had a

          25           decreased number of days that we played, you
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           1           had a decreased number of facilities we played

           2           at, we an increased number of total event days

           3           held.

           4                    MR. STURM:  In light of the fact that

           5           we have a net $54,000 loss on State Cup, would

           6           you recommend an increase in fees to cover that

           7           loss?

           8                    MR. FRISBIE:  Potentially for spring,

           9           but, you know, we're already past the fall at

          10           this point.

          11                    MR. STURM:  In the state league budget

          12           for the coming year, you show expenses of

          13           $34,800.  That is primarily, I assume, the

          14           player registration fees?

          15                    MR. FRISBIE:  That would be staffing,

          16           that would include patches, trophies, things of

          17           that nature.

          18                    MR. MARTELLA:  What number did you

          19           just quote on that?

          20                    MR. STURM:  The fifth column for state
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          21           league, he is projecting expenses of $34,800.

          22                    MR. MARTELLA:  And revenue of 60?

          23                    MR. FRISBIE:  Uh-hum, yeah.

          24                    MR. STURM:  So you say staff expenses,

          25           so that includes the cost of Jen, and I can't
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           1           pronounce her last name.

           2                    MR. FRISBIE:  Schupie.

           3                    MR. STURM:  Schupie.  That includes

           4           all of her salary and taxes and all?

           5                    MR. FRISBIE:  Correct.

           6                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Jim, if I may -- Tom, on

           7           8/31/13 you're showing a budget of 169 for

           8           State Cup and this year we had 205?

           9                    MR. FRISBIE:  Uh-hum.

          10                    MR. RUFFOLO:  How are we making the

          11           same as -- What are we doing for savings?

          12                    MR. FRISBIE:  That number, 169, was a

          13           budgeted number last year internally.  We can

          14           make a budget adjustment for that and make a

          15           change there.  We would have to make cutbacks

          16           in terms of supplies that we would purchase,

          17           which needed to be purchased in the past year,

          18           which we wouldn't have to purchase for the

          19           upcoming -- banners, things of that nature.

          20                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Okay.

          21                    MR. MARTELLA:  So you have a lot of

          22           expense items in that 205 that are

          23           non-recurring compared to the 125 and the 165?
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          24                    MR. FRISBIE:  Right.

          25                    MR. MARTELLA:  Okay.
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           1                    MR. FRISBIE:  Correct.

           2                    MR. STURM:  I'm really surprised by

           3           the -- In the last two years State Cup expenses

           4           have nearly doubled, yet the total number of

           5           teams has not, and I think --

           6                    MR. MARTELLA:  Revenue, right?

           7                    MR. STURM:  Well, just on the expenses

           8           alone, expenses for State Cup are nearly

           9           doubling and yet the number of teams has

          10           dropped.  Even though we are having both fall

          11           and spring, the total number of fields appear

          12           to be the same.  You're just spreading them out

          13           two different days.  Most places the space is

          14           based on fields.  I'm just trying to get my

          15           head around why expenses are going up so high

          16           if the total participation is dropping?

          17                    MR. MARTELLA:  Mr. Manley?

          18                    MR. MANLEY:  We're having more games.

          19           The Round Robin is expanding that whole group

          20           of 16 games.

          21                    MR. MARTELLA:  We started that in

          22           2011, correct?

          23                    MR. MANLEY:  Right.

          24                    MS. MAAS:  State Cup entries are up,

          25           correct?
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           1                    MR. MANLEY:  The teams are different,

           2           but they're playing more games, you know, we

           3           don't have single elimination.  We have three

           4           games occurring in there and then instead of

           5           having --

           6                    MR. STURM:  Actually, we just have two

           7           because the first with three are

           8           self-scheduled.

           9                    MR. MANLEY:  Yes, but still it's a --

          10           We wouldn't have had part of all those Round of

          11           16 games, we would have half of the ones that

          12           we scheduled on those Round of 16 weekends.

          13                    MS. SHIELDS:  I would just comment

          14           that any time you go to multiple weekends for

          15           an event in the fall, there's multiple

          16           weekends, all the things like tents and golf

          17           carts and everything that is extended over

          18           several days, several weekends, you know, an

          19           increased cost.  So some of that has to be in

          20           there too, along with that.  So I guess

          21           piggy-backed to that discussion about the

          22           President's Cup days and how many days to do it

          23           and all those things and whether or not

          24           consolidation of those events is a good thing

          25           because sometimes it can result in more
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           1           operational expenses when you have a large

           2           facility and not a number of games in that
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           3           facility.

           4                    MR. MARTELLA:  I have a question on

           5           the state soccer games, the 192,000 revenue and

           6           expenses of 96,000 that we're projecting, to

           7           come up with 209, which I can see is a

           8           reasonable increase from the 192, but expenses

           9           from 196 going up to the 198, what is that

          10           extra?

          11                    MR. FRISBIE:  Well, we had approved a

          12           budget of 192 for '12.

          13                    MR. MARTELLA:  Right.

          14                    MR. FRISBIE:  And I don't know if we

          15           have all of our expenses in for games up to

          16           this point or up to the point that this was

          17           generated.

          18                    MR. MARTELLA:  Okay.

          19                    MR. FRISBIE:  So there's probably

          20           still a good chunk of expenses to go up for

          21           games or did go up after this season.

          22                    MR. MARTELLA:  So it could have been

          23           some of that 111,000 that was in payables or

          24           whatever or it could have been in that camp

          25           money?
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           1                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yes.

           2                    MR. MARTELLA:  It does seem like it

           3           was a pretty high increase of actuals.  Any

           4           other questions?  All the questions?  All those

           5           in faver of the budget?  Those oppose?

           6                    (Vote taken by raising of hands.)
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           7                    MR. MARTELLA:  It carries.

           8                    Mr. Frisbie, new league applications,

           9           the Zak Elite Soccer Association.

          10                    MR. FRISBIE:  Two new league

          11           applications, Zak Elite and Granville

          12           Recreation District.  Granville Recreation

          13           District has turned in all their paperwork in

          14           order.  They are lacking a form of appeals and

          15           an appeals to OSYSA.  We made a recommendation

          16           that they get that back to us and I don't

          17           envision that being a problem.

          18                    Zak Elite has submitted everything

          19           except for a formal membership application, and

          20           they also are lacking an appeals method.  I

          21           don't envision either one of those being a

          22           problem in terms of becoming a league as both

          23           have paid and they want to become a member, but

          24           they are a new recreational member, so we're

          25           getting documents and the appeals process,
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           1           that's normal.

           2                    I would recommend for Granville, that

           3           we bring them on as a member.  Zak Elite, we

           4           might want to take some, you know, maybe like a

           5           provisional step until they can get us their

           6           board and that type of information, but

           7           otherwise I don't see foresee any major issues

           8           with either one of them.

           9                    MR. MARTELLA:  When are they both
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          10           planning to start playing?

          11                    MR. FRISBIE:  For Granville and Zak

          12           Elite both, I think they want to start playing

          13           in the fall.

          14                    MR. MARTELLA:  So this coming season?

          15                    MR. FRISBIE:  Right.

          16                    MR. MARTELLA:  So time is of the

          17           essence for this group?

          18                    MR. FRISBIE:  Correct.

          19                    MS. MAAS:  Tom, where are they from?

          20                    MR. FRISBIE:  They're both from the

          21           Columbus area.  Granville is out of Granville,

          22           I heard it's south of Columbus.

          23                    MR. STURM:  What city do they list?

          24                    MR. FRISBIE:  Granville.

          25                    MR. MARTELLA:  No, that's Granville.
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           1                    MR. FRISBIE:  Oh, I'm sorry, Zak

           2           Elite, Columbus.

           3                    MR. TINNERMAN:  I've seen that before.

           4                    MR. MARTELLA:  Do we have a motion to

           5           accept Granville as a probationary member for

           6           one year?  Second?

           7                    MR. TINNERMAN:  Second.

           8                    MR. STURM:  Was there a motion?

           9                    MR. MARTELLA:  We have a proposal.

          10           Make a motion to accept?

          11                    MR. TINNERMAN:  Oh, you want me to

          12           make a motion as a probationary member?

          13                    MS. MAAS:  I'll second the motion.
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          14                    MR. MARTELLA:  Okay.  Any discussion?

          15           All those in favor of Granville, signify by

          16           saying aye.  Oppose?

          17                    (A vote was taken.)

          18                    MR. MARTELLA:  Motion carries.  We're

          19           reviewing Zak.

          20                    MR. STURM:  Reading through this,

          21           spring, summer, and fall seasons are played at

          22           the Columbus Christian Center.  Bud, could you

          23           help me?  I'm not familiar with that at all.

          24                    MR. MARTELLA:  Is this a Christian

          25           school or some operation?
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           1                    MR. STURM:  I really don't know.  I

           2           know that Granville is an existing church.

           3                    MR. HILTON:  It's a church.

           4                    MR. STURM:  And they're a quasi

           5           government type organization.  I've never heard

           6           of this --

           7                    MR. MANLEY:  What is it called,

           8           Columbus Christian?

           9                    MR. STURM:  Zak Elite, Z-a-k, Elite.

          10                    MR. MANLEY:  Does that mean something?

          11                    MR. MARTELLA:  Actually, Zak's, as in

          12           Zak's, name possessive, Elite Soccer.

          13                    MR. HILTON:  I believe they're from

          14           Westerville.

          15                    MR. STURM:  I don't know anything

          16           about them.  I don't know that they --
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          17                    MS. MAAS:  Do you know anything about

          18           them?

          19                    MR. STURM:  Christian, is that --

          20                    MR. MANLEY:  Is that that place up on

          21           Route 3?

          22                    MR. HILTON:  No, Schrock Road.

          23                    MR. STURM:  I mean, I don't know

          24           whether they've got fields, I don't know

          25           really --
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           1                    MR. MANLEY:  It's not that Vineyard

           2           group, is it?

           3                    MR. STURM:  No, no.

           4                    MR. MANLEY:  I'm thinking of a

           5           place -- That's Baptist, though.

           6                    MR. STURM:  You know, I mean, I would

           7           be happy as the registrar to, I don't want to

           8           say investigate because --

           9                    MR. FRISBIE:  Notice that we have to

          10           mail them, we cannot contact them.

          11                    MR. ROSSI:  Yeah, that's trouble, you

          12           know, a P.O. box.

          13                    MR. STURM:  You know, I met with the

          14           Granville director of the parks association.

          15           Maybe I should work with them and do an

          16           impersonal meeting.

          17                    MR. FRISBIE:  If you can locate that

          18           individual.

          19                    MR. ROSSI:  No phone, no address, some

          20           post office box, that's one of those pseudo --
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          21                    MR. MARTELLA:  There's got to be an

          22           additional number.  Risk Management?

          23                    MR. MANLEY:  2600 Cassidy Avenue.

          24                    MR. MARTELLA:  Did you have anything

          25           that you wanted to say?
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           1                    MR. FRISBIE:  Just so everyone knows,

           2           you know, we've clearly been having a lot of

           3           issues with our risk management program with

           4           Affinity and the way it was set up.  The

           5           problems were a double entry of your risk

           6           management information into Affinity and then

           7           second into IntelliCorp.  IntelliCorp does your

           8           background checks, Affinity creates a profile

           9           for you so you know what you're doing in the

          10           soccer community.

          11                    The issue and why we had the problems

          12           that we had, one, people, as soon as they were

          13           done creating their profile in Affinity thought

          14           that they were done, meaning they didn't submit

          15           to a background check.  They would contact us

          16           and say, "Where is my background check?  Why

          17           don't I have a background check?"  Well, we

          18           rejected the file because of the background

          19           check and said, "You didn't submit one."  So

          20           that's when we discovered, okay, they are

          21           getting halfway done and saying we're done.

          22                    What happened was I got into a

          23           conversation with both Affinity and
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          24           IntelliCorp.  Affinity said, look, this is not

          25           the industry standard for running background
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           1           checks.  We work with a lot of background check

           2           companies in other states.  You need to ask

           3           IntelliCorp if they can get rid of requiring

           4           the Social Security number for background

           5           checks. If they can do that, we can sync this

           6           and create a one step information entry point.

           7                    I went to IntelliCorp, said, look,

           8           this is what we need to do, otherwise we're

           9           going to have to come up with something else or

          10           go someplace else.  IntelliCorp said fine.

          11           Obviously, we have a large account.  They went

          12           back and said we can do this.  We don't

          13           believe -- IntelliCorp doesn't believe that

          14           they're going to lose a whole lot in terms of

          15           the quality of the report, meaning we will be

          16           able to gather up enough significant data to

          17           make sure that a person is the person with

          18           certain required fields that we don't require

          19           now.  One of those is middle initial.  And that

          20           will prevent our members from having to go in

          21           and enter their information twice.

          22                    So that's going to be resolved within

          23           the next month, and I give it a month because

          24           it can't be resolved sooner than that.  So

          25           that's the major news on risk management as of
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           1           today.

           2                    MR. STURM:  You said, you mentioned

           3           not needing Social Security number.  Is that

           4           going to be removed as a manadatory or not?

           5                    MR. FRISBIE:  In risk management?

           6                    MR. STURM:  Yes.

           7                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yes.

           8                    MR. STURM:  So your proposal is at

           9           some point to eliminate the requirement of

          10           Social Security numbers?

          11                    MR. FRISBIE:  I don't think it's in

          12           the risk management --

          13                    MR. STURM:  Yes, it is.

          14                    MR. FRISBIE:  -- policy today.

          15                    MR. STURM:  Yes.

          16                    MR. FRISBIE:  Our risk management

          17           policy states that we have to require Social

          18           Security?

          19                    MR. STURM:  Here is the risk

          20           management form.  The paper risk management

          21           form requires it.  That paper form was adopted

          22           by the board, so the paper form is board

          23           policy.  The rule says that -- which makes it

          24           mandatory, and that's why it is mandatory,

          25           because the board adopted it as a mandatory
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           1           field.  The board can adopt to eliminate that

           2           as a mandatory field.
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           3                    And, first of all, on that point, if

           4           we were to eliminate Social Security, the

           5           requirement to have Social Security, it will

           6           eliminate the Number 1 concern that people have

           7           about submitting the form and the data.

           8                    MR. FRISBIE:  Well, we can get do

           9           that.

          10                    MR. STURM:  We can get rid of it.  I

          11           think that's a good, positive thing.

          12                    MR. FRISBIE:  And the Number 1 reason

          13           that was conveyed to us was Affiinity was like,

          14           look, we don't touch them.  We don't want to

          15           come near them, we don't want to gather them

          16           for you, and we don't do it with any of our

          17           other background check vendors.

          18                    Now, IntelliCorp, if they agree to

          19           that, we can sync it up like that.

          20                    MR. STURM:  I also contacted

          21           IntelliCorp a number of months ago and they

          22           confirmed that they do not need a Social

          23           Security number.  When we started the program,

          24           remember, it was 2002 or so.

          25                    MR. MARTELLA:  They did that --
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           1                    MR. STURM:  We needed it then.

           2           Obviously, technology has made leaps and

           3           bounds.  It's no longer needed.  But I do have

           4           a couple of concerns about the risk management.

           5           Why are email addresses being distributed to

           6           the Columbus Crew for people who only enter
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           7           their data for risk management?

           8                    MR. FRISBIE:  We haven't distributed

           9           any email addresses to the Columbus Crew.

          10                    MR. STURM:  On March the 20th or so, I

          11           entered my wife's email address.  Within two

          12           weeks she got a solicitation from Ohio South

          13           and Affinity to buy Columbus Crew tickets.

          14                    MR. FRISBIE:  No, that is an Ohio

          15           South email blast that was sent out.

          16                    MR. STURM:  But she only -- Her email

          17           address was only entered for risk management

          18           purposes.

          19                    MR. FRISBIE:  Sure, it's entered into

          20           our database, you then have a profile with Ohio

          21           South.  You will get emails just from Ohio

          22           South, not from any outside vendor.  If it says

          23           Affinity on it, that was an Ohio South official

          24           email blast.

          25                    MR. STURM:  But the only way people --
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           1           But to get to that, they have to register with

           2           Affinity.  That is their key to the risk

           3           management system.

           4                    MR. FRISBIE:  Correct.

           5                    MR. STURM:  So you're using that key,

           6           which was only -- All they did was wanted to do

           7           risk management.  They're then soliciting,

           8           using their email address for outside vendors

           9           and they only did it for risk management
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          10           purposes.  They didn't register as a coach, as

          11           a parent, or anything else.  They're only in

          12           there for risk management.  I don't think you

          13           should be using those kinds of email addresses

          14           for solicitations.

          15                    It is contrary to Ohio South's policy

          16           that information entered for risk management

          17           purposes will only be used for risk management

          18           purposes.  And, furthermore, there is no opt

          19           out.  And the information I have is that when

          20           you have that, there has to be an opt out

          21           provision, and there is no opt out provision.

          22                    MR. MARTELLA:  The question I have,

          23           why are people running risk managment checks if

          24           they're not a coach or somebody who would have

          25           to do risk management, why would anybody want
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           1           to go into our system and do a risk management

           2           check?

           3                    MR. STURM:  Well, when you get a

           4           printout, it says here OSYSA policy requires it

           5           of all volunteers.  My wife is a volunteer and

           6           she has regular access to children.  Therefore,

           7           she has to do it.  I have a real concern about

           8           taking data that was entered for the sole

           9           purpose of risk management and turn around and

          10           passing that out to others.

          11                    MR. POSEY:  I have a little bit of a

          12           conflict with you.  My understanding, that came

          13           from Ohio South, not from an outside source?
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          14                    MR. STURM:  Correct.

          15                    MR. POSEY:  Promoting Ohio South

          16           policy?

          17                    MR. STURM:  Promoting an Ohio South

          18           partner or an Ohio South event.

          19                    MR. POSEY:  I don't have a problem

          20           with that.  I mean, frankly, I think that -- I

          21           would not want to have people associated with

          22           Ohio South, either coaches or assistant coaches

          23           or volunteers, such as your wife, that Ohio

          24           South in its official capacity couldn't email

          25           to.  Why would we not want to have the ability
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           1           to communicate with people in soccer at

           2           Southern Ohio?

           3                    MS. SHIELDS:  Can I comment on that?

           4           Just -- I believe as an industry policy, there

           5           is an expectation that people can opt out of

           6           those emails.  Just because we use a lot of

           7           email communication and every industry standard

           8           that I've read said you should provide as a

           9           service an opt out because some people just

          10           don't want that solicitation.

          11                    MR. MARTELLA:  You know, that kind of

          12           comes back to Soccer Ohio, too, because if we

          13           are looking to eliminate soccer in Ohio,

          14           basically the way we have to communicate with

          15           people is through email.  And, you know, there

          16           are many states across the U.S. now that have
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          17           dropped their paper, but they have mandatory

          18           email addresses and that way they can

          19           communicate with everybody and it saves them

          20           $80,000, $90,000 or more annually.

          21                    So that's a thing I think we should be

          22           looking at too within our program of how we use

          23           email addresses in order to do some cost

          24           savings across the other parts of our program.

          25                    MS. SHIELDS:  I don't dispute that.  I
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           1           think it is standard in the industry.  But I do

           2           believe that it has to be clear-cut that people

           3           can choose not to receive those solicitations.

           4                    MR. POSEY:  What's the solicitation?

           5                    MS. SHIELDS:  It's to say that you

           6           have a contract with a vendor and you're going

           7           to promote your service, but you are not

           8           selling their email address.  You have total

           9           control over email.  I totally get that.  But

          10           it doesn't mean that everybody necessarily

          11           wants every e-mail you send them.

          12                    And in some cases you can set things

          13           up in which you say, "What emails do you want

          14           to receive?"  It doesn't matter.  "Do you want

          15           to receive e-mails regarding the tournaments?"

          16           There's different ways you can set it up and

          17           how you group those people in the email.

          18                    MR. MARTELLA:  Our prior system did

          19           have an opt out, people could opt out.

          20                    MR. FRISBIE:  I'm pretty sure we do.
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          21           It either says unsubscribe or opt out, but I'll

          22           double-check just to make sure.

          23                    MR. MARTELLA:  I think we need to have

          24           that.

          25                    MR. STURM:  In the risk management
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           1           qualified forms that have come out, there is

           2           still a host of problems.  I made some copies,

           3           just three of them.  In this copy, which was

           4           printed out on 8/27, two days ago, there is no

           5           dates on any of it.  You know, I have no

           6           idea -- Expiration date:  Blank, blank, blank.

           7                    The third copy, I can only describe

           8           the printout as in Chinese.  I have -- There is

           9           one in there, the bottom copy, the third copy.

          10           And there is a fundamental problem, which I

          11           don't know whether it's -- Well, there's a

          12           number of fundamental problems with this.

          13                    When all of this data was uploaded on

          14           3/13, which actually was prior to the board

          15           adopting this program, is that a person was

          16           risk management qualified on 3/13.  If they

          17           come in and register as a coach in August, they

          18           can't reregister.  The system won't allow them

          19           to reregister because they have done it within

          20           one calendar year.

          21                    So, in future years, if a coach

          22           registers on August the 30th and the next

          23           summer he wants to register again on August 15,
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          24           he can't get a new one because the system won't

          25           allow him to reregister until at least one year
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           1           has passed.

           2                    MR. FRISBIE:  With Affinity?

           3                    MR. STURM:  With Affinity.

           4                    MR. MARTELLA:  You know, when you look

           5           at the risk management committee again, did you

           6           look at these things such as the Social

           7           Security number and these other issues?

           8                    MR. POSEY:  We did not.

           9                    MR. MARTELLA:  I'm saying could you

          10           please --

          11                    MR. POSEY:  Sure.

          12                    MR. MARTELLA:  -- you know, look at

          13           this again, so we can try to get these things

          14           resolved?

          15                    MR. STURM:  I would suggest the risk

          16           management committee does not exist anymore.

          17           The committee was formed for a specific purpose

          18           of making one set of recommendations.  Those

          19           recommendations were reviewed and adopted.  It

          20           was a special committee, not a standing

          21           committee.  The committee can be reappointed

          22           for that, but I think the number of changes is

          23           so minor as so eliminate the Social Security

          24           number that Tom could easily do that.

          25                    I also have an email, and I realize
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           1           that most of the board members in here don't

           2           deal with coaches having to go through the risk

           3           management program.  But for those of us that

           4           do, the risk management process over the last

           5           three months has been extremely frustrating.

           6           The average coach, when they have a problem, of

           7           which there have been hundreds, spent upwards

           8           of 30 minutes or more on the phone with

           9           Affinity.  The longest I heard of is an hour

          10           and 20 minutes to get the system to work.

          11                    MR. FRISBIE:  Here it is, it's showing

          12           you there is an unsubscribe on those mass

          13           emails.

          14                    MR. STURM:  I have a letter here from

          15           the president of OSA, one of the recreation

          16           leagues, and a number -- of which he sent to

          17           Tom, that OSA, that all the coaches in OSA,

          18           which are recreation, are all listed as

          19           competitive.  Application status is pending for

          20           all.  All the birth dates prior to 1/1 of 1960

          21           are shown as 1/1 of 1960.

          22                    MR. RUFFOLO:  I'm younger than that.

          23                    MR. STURM:  So that means that if

          24           they're taking that data to do background

          25           checks, they can't be getting a good check on
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           1           their background.  As I pointed out, this guy

           2           is in his sixties and he was born long before
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           3           1960.  If you do his background check, the name

           4           and date of birth aren't going to match up.  So

           5           it questions the integrity of our background

           6           checks if the data is somehow not correct in

           7           the system.

           8                    I know of one coach whose name was in

           9           the system 11 times and he couldn't get

          10           registered under risk management because it

          11           didn't know which one of the 11 he was.

          12                    MR. MARTELLA:  I think we need to put

          13           the risk management committee back together and

          14           come back with --

          15                    MR. RUFFOLO:  No, I really think what

          16           has happened, when Affinity took over, you had

          17           to do the one process, then you had to go into

          18           IntelliCorp and it was very confusing.  The

          19           uploading of things, it's all a new system and

          20           there's a lot of kinks that we're going to have

          21           to get through.  I think pointing them out is

          22           not a bad thing, but I don't think right now is

          23           the time to learn each and every one of them

          24           because we're not going to get anywhere with

          25           those.
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           1                    But I think, Jim, you need to give

           2           those to Tom and address those.  And I think,

           3           Tom, I'm sure your office is very receptive

           4           because I had all kinds of problems and I

           5           called, I think it was Gina, and she took care

           6           of it all for me.  Now, I mean, obviously, I'm
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           7           a board member and not every coach is going to

           8           do that, but the point is there are people that

           9           are going to help out and it's going to take

          10           some time to get through all the kinks and

          11           there's going to be problems.

          12                    MR. STURM:  Actually, John, on July 24

          13           I did send to Tom a three-page thing about

          14           various problems.  There's a number of issues

          15           with the --

          16                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Are they starting to get

          17           addressed?  I think they are.  I don't think

          18           they're --

          19                    MR. STURM:  This one, this particular

          20           where it has a number of things on disqualified

          21           for --

          22                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Unfortunately, Tom is

          23           not going to be able to do anything with that

          24           right now.  And even if you tell him this and

          25           he presents it to them, it's going to take them
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           1           some time to respond, at least that's my

           2           experience with computer guys, but I could be

           3           wrong.  So it's going to take some time and I

           4           think pointing it out is a very important thing

           5           and you're getting it all.  I know my office,

           6           Miami Valley, was getting a lot and Jean worked

           7           it out and tried to work -- Jean in our office

           8           tried to talk to everybody who had a coach's

           9           problem or a volunteer problem.  And I think
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          10           for the most part everybody got it done.  I

          11           don't know if there's been any problems or not,

          12           but it's going to take some time.

          13                    MS. SHIELDS:  I just have a question

          14           just about the way that data is collected on

          15           the coaches because people can select different

          16           associations they're involved with, and then I

          17           assume that once they process, there is

          18           somewhere in your database that shows they have

          19           been approved?

          20                    MR. FRISBIE:  Once we get the --

          21           Currently, once we get the information back

          22           from IntelliCorp, but that's actually a hand

          23           process.

          24                    MR. POSEY:  Wait a minute --

          25                    MS. SHIELDS:  But is that noted on
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           1           your database?  My question is really kind of

           2           general, but it's about this process of how

           3           many people have to touch the risk management

           4           form before a good guy or a good woman is

           5           actually allowed to coach?  And it's about five

           6           people.

           7                    If I'm a coach and I put my

           8           information in, then I send it to Ohio South

           9           and IntelliCorp or whoever, then somewhere at

          10           Ohio South that gets processed and then I get

          11           an email.  I have to go back in and find that

          12           form and download it and I have to give it to

          13           somebody, whether that's the registrar with my
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          14           club or somebody with my team, who then in turn

          15           has to give it to Jean.

          16                    So that there is this multiple process

          17           that in PDF files flying all over the place for

          18           a person who has passed.  Is there a way

          19           that -- For example, competitively it's one

          20           thing, you turn in the paperwork.  But for the

          21           recreational league, is it possible that if I

          22           say I'm a recreation coach, I go in and do the

          23           risk management and I click Beavercreek Soccer

          24           Association, that after a period of so many

          25           weeks, that that file of people that have been
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           1           approved and have identified that association,

           2           that that could be asked for from somebody at

           3           Beavercreek Soccer Association that says I have

           4           45 people, then list their names, and they have

           5           all passed risk management?

           6                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yes.

           7                    MS. SHIELDS:  That's a possibility?

           8                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yes.

           9                    MS. SHIELDS:  Which would prevent --

          10           which would be an option to kind of address

          11           that as opposed to that piece of paper and that

          12           PDF flying all over the place?

          13                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yes.

          14                    MS. SHIELDS:  And if you have it all

          15           ready, and certainly on the recreational side

          16           it would be phenomenal to be able to say don't
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          17           worry about it.  If you go in and do it by this

          18           date, in two weeks I'm going to send a note to

          19           Gina and she's going to send you the list to

          20           your office?

          21                    MR. FRISBIE:  Uh-hum.

          22                    MS. SHIELDS:  And that suffices,

          23           right?  The PDF doesn't matter?  It's really if

          24           I pass and you show a thing next to my name,

          25           I'm good?
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           1                    MR. FRISBIE:  Correct.

           2                    MS. SHIELDS:  Okay.  If that could be

           3           something in the long-term or whatever could be

           4           proposed, I think it would help a lot in terms

           5           of just getting that document and being able to

           6           do it.  Gina could take it, and with a coach,

           7           they process it and there's a download, you

           8           know, so many weeks in, he just goes in and

           9           marks them and clicks them as approved.

          10                    MR. FRISBIE:  Okay.

          11                    MR. STURM:  Tom, for a long period of

          12           time, one of the biggest problems that we have

          13           and continue to have is people have told us

          14           they've contacted the Ohio South office, the

          15           Ohio South office was telling people that they

          16           only need to do the risk management form every

          17           two years.  And, in fact, that was written on

          18           the Miami Valley bulletin board per the OSYSA

          19           office.

          20                    MR. FRISBIE:  That had to have been
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          21           before the policy went into effect.

          22                    MR. RUFFOLO:  No, it was after.  I

          23           think somebody got confused that if they did it

          24           within a year period of time, that it would

          25           have been good for two years, so they didn't --
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           1           I wasn't -- I didn't read it, Jean did it.

           2           Although, I do know everybody has resubmitted.

           3                    MR. FRISBIE:  I mean, that was all

           4           posted on the website almost the day after we

           5           had our board meeting.

           6                    MR. STURM:  I understand.  But OSYSA

           7           staff in July and into August was telling

           8           people it was two years.  And, in fact, one

           9           person got a risk management form that he was

          10           qualified through June or March 13 of 2014.

          11                    MR. FRISBIE:  That --

          12                    MR. STURM:  The fundamental problem

          13           with this, under the old way we had by no means

          14           universal acceptance, we had a pretty good

          15           acceptance.  Among the competitive leagues,

          16           everybody pretty well got it.  The recreational

          17           leagues, not so much, but a lot of them were

          18           getting it.  Over the last six months the

          19           continual problems have eroded, the acceptance

          20           level of the risk management program.  I know

          21           of coaches that said, look, I submitted the

          22           thing three times and it's still not showing

          23           up.  If you make me do it one more time, I'm
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          24           quitting.

          25                    I mean, the frustration level and the
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           1           lack of effective operation is hurting the

           2           credibility of the program.

           3                    MR. FRISBIE:  Sure, and that's why I

           4           want to make this move.  If we can make a

           5           motion to eliminate the Social Security

           6           numbers, that will be a one-stop place, first

           7           of all, to entering their information, so you

           8           don't get halfway through and stop.

           9                    The other portion that I would like to

          10           get to is the current communications that we

          11           have with those who are going to be risk

          12           management disqualified apparently is against

          13           the law.  Not that, you know, the government is

          14           going to come knocking on our door, but it was

          15           pointed out to us by our legal counsel that the

          16           letter that we send out now is saying you are

          17           disqualified, you have 14 days to prove this is

          18           not you or prove that this is an amended charge

          19           or whatever.

          20                    What we have to do is say you will be

          21           disqualified in 14 days if you do not provide

          22           some documentation to say that this is not you

          23           or an amended charge.  At the same time, at 14

          24           days we will notify that person again to tell

          25           them they are disqualified and notify the
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           1           league that that person has been disqualified.

           2           It's a small change in the risk management

           3           policy.  I think it's 12.76 where it says -- We

           4           just have to add the word "potential"

           5           disqualification and that will allow us to send

           6           that letter out when we send it out.

           7                    MR. STURM:  But I also believe the law

           8           requires us to give them copies of the

           9           information upon which we're acting?

          10                    MR. FRISBIE:  Correct.

          11                    MR. STURM:  It's my understanding that

          12           has not been done?

          13                    MR. FRISBIE:  No, we are providing

          14           that.  We provide it in each package, we notify

          15           them in writing via certified mail and regular

          16           mail, the reason for the disqualification, the

          17           manner of appeals, 14 days -- now it's 14 days

          18           before they are disqualified.  We give them a

          19           copy of OSYSA rules, we give them a copy of the

          20           background check, we give them an authorization

          21           to communicate via email to speed the process

          22           along, we give them a copy of the Fair Credit

          23           Reporting Act's disclosure, we give them the

          24           address to contact IntelliCorp, we give them a

          25           copy of their rights under the FCRA, and the
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           1           second notice will be that adverse action is

           2           actually happening.
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           3                    MR. POSEY:  I sat in for John to

           4           chair.  Tom called me, asked me to act as

           5           chairman.  We had five people scheduled for

           6           that night and they all came in a packet of

           7           information and had, what I was looking at, the

           8           committee membership, so they did have the

           9           information.

          10                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Are we getting ourselves

          11           in a little bit of a bind if we know that they

          12           should be disqualified, at least we're getting

          13           the information and allowing them 14 days to

          14           still be qualified?

          15                    MR. FRISBIE:  There are some cases

          16           that we can disqualify an individual

          17           immediately, and Jeff and I have talked about a

          18           few of those in the past couple months where

          19           there is no doubt that these individuals cannot

          20           coach and we have to disqualify them

          21           immediately.

          22                    MR. ROSSI:  We've got the carte

          23           blanche, you know, going in.

          24                    MR. HILTON:  Tom, has there been

          25           anyone disqualified since this program has been
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           1           implemented?

           2                    MR. FRISBIE:  About 50 have been

           3           disqualified.  Last week we had -- Since the

           4           new policy went into effect in June, we've had

           5           ten appeals hearings and we're slated for a

           6           couple more coming up.
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           7                    MR. POSEY:  Just this past week there

           8           were two disqualified for felonies, which is

           9           obviously an absolute.  The other two came

          10           in -- For example, when we were there, two of

          11           them were removed to disqualification or

          12           recommended that we did, the other one was

          13           removed and put on a two-year probation.  So

          14           the process, really, from my limited viewpoint

          15           was --

          16                    MR. MARTELLA:  Fifty people

          17           disqualified?

          18                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yes.

          19                    MR. MARTELLA:  That's less than we

          20           found when we did it.

          21                    MR. POSEY:  Yeah.

          22                    MR. STURM:  John, to your question

          23           about this, if we disqualify somebody because

          24           of the third-party Affinity check, that's when

          25           we've got to do all those things that Tom sends
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           1           in the letter.  If we find out through sources

           2           other than the third party, all of that stuff,

           3           which is under the Federal Fair Credit

           4           Reporting Act, none of that applies.  That's

           5           why.  As Jeff said, the guy gets arrested, it's

           6           in the newspaper, it's on TV, we don't have to

           7           do the rest.

           8                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Okay.

           9                    MR. STURM:  It's only when we have a
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          10           third-party check.

          11                    MR. POSEY:  But concerning about

          12           timing, I think we need to be aware of it.  So

          13           a lot of people have chosen to submit in paper

          14           instead of through the computer and they arrive

          15           in bulk, and so that they are, I guess, Tom,

          16           inputted by the staff by hand?

          17                    MR. FRISBIE:  If they come in by

          18           paper, yes.

          19                    MR. POSEY:  And so you're talking

          20           about delays, that's an issue.  I mean, I think

          21           we need to take a hard look at that, some

          22           method of encouraging to apply by the computer.

          23                    MR. RUFFOLO:  So if we take out the

          24           Social Security number, I think that was the

          25           reason why we were saying people didn't want to
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           1           use the computer.  And I think, you know, if

           2           you get rid of that --

           3                    MR. POSEY:  Just make it mandatory.

           4                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Getting rid of the

           5           Social Security number, then I think we just

           6           make it mandatory.  There's no reason not to.

           7                    MS. SHIELDS:  PSA submits a lot of

           8           forms when they do their thing.  PSA submits

           9           paper.

          10                    MR. MARTELLA:  Who?

          11                    MS. SHIELDS:  PSA.

          12                    MR. POSEY:  We'll tell them to get on

          13           the computer.
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          14                    MS. SHIELDS:  No, they're actually

          15           paying for the internet.

          16                    (Off-the-record discussion.)

          17                    MR. MARTELLA:  Okay.  Let's move on

          18           here to risk management.

          19                    MR. STURM:  Oh, I do have -- I do know

          20           of one situation that -- two situations.  I

          21           have been informed that Tom has changed the

          22           paper form of the risk management to include

          23           mandatory email and that, as the original form

          24           was adopted by the board, any change to the

          25           paper form should also require board approval.
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           1                    MR. FRISBIE:  Okay.

           2                    MR. STURM:  The other thing is I've

           3           got a copy of a letter to Tom sent to a

           4           tournament requiring them to, as a condition to

           5           sanction the tournament, that they must sign a

           6           form that they will comply with all the risk

           7           management rules.  My concern is no tournament

           8           ever has ever been required to sign a form and

           9           it appears this one particular tournament is

          10           being targeted.  If one tournament is going to

          11           be required to sign that form, then I think

          12           every tournament should be.

          13                    MR. RUFFOLO:  My response to that,

          14           Jim, if OSYSA approves it, then, yeah, that

          15           will make it better.

          16                    MR. STURM:  Then every -- Well, I
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          17           agree.

          18                    MR. RUFFOLO:  I didn't know if they --

          19                    MR. STURM:  I agree that they must be

          20           in compliance.  But to send a letter saying

          21           that it's a condition of sanctioning -- First

          22           of all, Tom has no authority to sanction or not

          23           to sanction, that belongs solely to Carol.  But

          24           as a condition of sanctioning, this one

          25           tournament must sign the form.  If you're going
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           1           to make that as a condition of sanctioning,

           2           then every tournament should be required to

           3           sign the same form, otherwise you're

           4           specifically targeting one particular

           5           tournament.  That doesn't seem fair.

           6                    MR. POSEY:  Who was the sponsor of the

           7           tournament?

           8                    MR. STURM:  Dublin Soccer League.

           9                    MR. POSEY:  Can you tell us why you

          10           did it?

          11                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yeah, there was a

          12           particular issue with the same tournament last

          13           spring where we received information that they

          14           were using -- or an individual who was risk

          15           management disqualified was working the event.

          16           All we were looking for was some guarantee

          17           that, hey, here's the rule, just make sure you

          18           pay attention to it and abide by it.

          19                    MR. POSEY:  What's wrong with that?

          20                    MR. STURM:  Well, then every
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          21           tournament --

          22                    MR. POSEY:  No, no, no, with that

          23           specific circumstance, what's wrong with our

          24           executive director taking that position?

          25                    MS. MAAS:  Tom did talk to me first
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           1           also and I think he talked to Mr. Martella

           2           about that, too.

           3                    MR. POSEY:  What's wrong with that?

           4                    MR. STURM:  Then have every

           5           tournament --

           6                    MR. POSEY:  No, no, no, that specific

           7           circumstance, you heard the reason, what is

           8           wrong with that?

           9                    MR. STURM:  May I answer now?

          10                    MR. POSEY:  Yeah, to the facts of the

          11           policy, to that circumstance.  Because all we

          12           hear from you, 90 percent of the discussion is

          13           nitpicking what our staff does.  I want to know

          14           with that policy, with that history, what you

          15           find offensive about that.  Please, respond.  I

          16           would like to know what's offensive about that.

          17                    MR. STURM:  Then every tournament

          18           should be protected equally.

          19                    MR. POSEY:  But you're not going to

          20           respond to --

          21                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Jim, Jim --

          22                    MR. STURM:  Excuse me, he asked me why

          23           and I gave him a specific why.
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          24                    MR. POSEY:  Like what?  You didn't

          25           answer the question.
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           1                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Here, here, let me

           2           rephrase it.  Okay?  Previously, you told me

           3           that on risk management we know there is a

           4           problem, we can immediately disqualify.  Okay?

           5           The same thing.  If we know that an

           6           organization, it's come to our attention that

           7           there has been a problem, do we need to go to

           8           all the organizations that have done this if we

           9           know one specific?  And I think the rationale

          10           why he did what he did makes logical sense;

          11           whereas, the way you presented it, it was like

          12           he was picking on this one organization and I

          13           don't think that was the case.

          14                    Now, to get back to your point,

          15           though, earlier, I think this is something that

          16           we need to do to all organizations.  If we're

          17           going to require them to get OSYSA sanctioned,

          18           we've got to let them know they have to be risk

          19           management compliant.  And I don't have a

          20           problem with that, but I don't have a problem

          21           with what he did either.

          22                    Do you understand what I'm saying?  I

          23           understand you want everybody to get it, and I

          24           think that's true.  But if we have a specific

          25           instance, we shouldn't have any problem
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           1           notifying them.

           2                    MR. STURM:  As to this specific

           3           instance, Tom has no firsthand knowledge.  It

           4           happened and I happen to know that the

           5           individual in question was not in any form of

           6           supervisory, he had no contact with children;

           7           however, he got information from the third

           8           party who has his own personal agenda against

           9           this particular individual.  Had Tom had the

          10           firsthand knowledge, it would be a different

          11           story, but he doesn't.

          12                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Well, wait a minute.

          13           None of us have firsthand knowledge of a crime

          14           being occurred unless somebody told us that or

          15           we read it in the newspaper ourselves.  If we

          16           have to wait for firsthand knowledge of any

          17           problem, we'd probably never get anything done.

          18           I don't know about you, but I have a limited

          19           sight of what I do.  I don't pay attention to

          20           everything.  So if it comes to our attention

          21           that there's a problem, I think it's his duty

          22           to do something about that.

          23                    MS. MAAS:  I was notified of this

          24           person being there, administrating there,

          25           working the tournament, doing tasks there in
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           1           what seemed to be an administrative capacity

           2           and I had actually several people come to me
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           3           and they were concerned at that time.  And Tom

           4           and I talked about it and all we want the

           5           tournaments to do is to be risk management

           6           compliant and that was the intent.

           7                    MR. STURM:  Tom, will you be sending

           8           out a similar letter to all tournaments in the

           9           future?

          10                    MR. FRISBIE:  I think what we'll do is

          11           include that as part of the sanctioning form.

          12                    MR. STURM:  Fine.  That's all I'm

          13           asking, that's all I'm asking.

          14                    MS. SHIELDS:  Just kind of define what

          15           that is, whether that's a tournament or staff

          16           or --

          17                    MR. FRISBIE:  When the risk managment

          18           group concluded, there was a portion of the

          19           risk managment policy that included tournaments

          20           and anybody working at sanctioned events.  That

          21           was the policy that I pointed out to this

          22           organization, saying just be aware of this, we

          23           would like some assurance on your part due to

          24           the issue that occurred last time.

          25                    MS. SHIELDS:  Gotcha.
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           1                    MR. MARTELLA:  Does the risk

           2           management group have anything that they wish

           3           to, you know -- anybody to recommend to get

           4           this stuff in order for now or do we --

           5                    MR. STURM:  Well, Tom's going to

           6           include it as part of the sanctioning form
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           7           process, that's all I was asking.

           8                    MR. MARTELLA:  No, I'm going back to

           9           the original piece now of the Social Security

          10           number and other things, do we have to get

          11           something done now or shall we just wait until

          12           next year and let the people still do their

          13           Social Security number and everything else?

          14                    MR. STURM:  As the person, Bill, if

          15           you agree with me, let me take a stab at just

          16           correcting the language on the Social Security

          17           number and I think if that's all we're doing, I

          18           think we can do that fairly quickly in an

          19           email.

          20                    MR. POSEY:  I don't think we have to.

          21           You just about 30 minutes ago because you're

          22           offended.  The committee was disbanded.

          23                    MR. MARTELLA:  I'd like to put the

          24           committee back together to get this stuff done.

          25                    MR. STURM:  All right.  I'll just
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           1           write up something and send it Tom.

           2                    MR. FRISBIE:  I'd ask you now to make

           3           a motion so we can move on.

           4                    MR. STURM:  There's several sections

           5           that have to be modified to accomplish that,

           6           but I can have it out to you tomorrow.  I can

           7           have it out to you tomorrow, send it out --

           8                    MR. FRISBIE:  There was two -- there's

           9           three parts, I'm sorry.  One was the Social
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          10           Security number, the second was email address,

          11           and the third was actually in relation to the

          12           risk managment policy that allows me to send

          13           letters out differently than what we're doing

          14           right now.

          15                    MR. STURM:  Do you have the lawyer's

          16           recommendation in an email?

          17                    MR. FRISBIE:  Yes.

          18                    MR. STURM:  Send me that.  However, I

          19           do not agree with the inclusion of an email

          20           address.

          21                    MR. MARTELLA:  I would like to --

          22                    MR. POSEY:  Submission only by e-mail,

          23           not by paper.

          24                    MR. STURM:  Well, I don't think that's

          25           going to pass by, an email vote then, Bill.
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           1                    MR. MARTELLA:  I would like to put the

           2           committee together that we had for risk

           3           management that's been in effect until it

           4           apparently went out of business in the last

           5           meeting and put it into effect until our annual

           6           general meeting to review these items and bring

           7           them back to the board of directors so that we

           8           can get this resolved.

           9                    MR. FRISBIE:  I did get -- our counsel

          10           is aware that it might not pass tonight, to get

          11           the policy changed to where I can send the

          12           letters out the way they were sent out.  We do

          13           have a revised letter that kind of covers our
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          14           rear-end until it gets passed.  That was

          15           drafted by our counsel, so --

          16                    MR. STURM:  Send out that letter.

          17                    MR. FRISBIE:  That's we haven't sent

          18           yet.

          19                    MR. STURM:  Okay.

          20                    MR. POSEY:  So is your proposal,

          21           John --

          22                    MR. MARTELLA:  Just through the AGM,

          23           get together on whatever these items, you know,

          24           we've gone through here for the last hour,

          25           others things we need to do, let's get this
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           1           thing fixed with risk management.

           2                    MR. POSEY:  Okay.  I so move.

           3                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Second.

           4                    MR. MARTELLA:  Any discussion?  All in

           5           favor?  Oppose?

           6                    (Vote taken by raising of hands.)

           7                    MR. MARTELLA:  Motion carried.

           8                    MR. STURM:  I didn't see an

           9           affirmative vote from Columbus.

          10                    MR. MARTELLA:  Can we do this again?

          11                    MR. CLINE:  We're voting on putting a

          12           committee together?

          13                    MR. MARTELLA:  Yeah, we're putting the

          14           committee back together again and get these

          15           things fixed.

          16                    MR. CLINE:  The same five guys?
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          17                    MR. POSEY:  The same five guys.

          18                    MR. CLINE:  Why is there a problem

          19           with that?

          20                    MR. POSEY:  I don't know.

          21                    MR. MARTELLA:  All those in favor say

          22           aye.

          23                    (Members indicate with aye.)

          24                    MR. MARTELLA:  Oppose?  Thank you.

          25                    Okay.  The next item, review of trends
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           1           of ODP participation for the last three

           2           seasonal years.

           3                    MR. STURM:  Gordon put together a

           4           couple of charts.

           5                    MR. HENDERSON:  The numbers are good.

           6           We've had two events in the past couple of

           7           years, one being the district festival for the

           8           younger kids.  That's been a large success.  We

           9           added the showpiece this past year, that was a

          10           large success.  We invited college coaches from

          11           the three surrounding states and we had all of

          12           our college coaches, so a great benefit to our

          13           ODP kids.  Our ODP numbers remain some of the

          14           highest in Region 2.  Questions?

          15                    MR. STURM:  For 2009, 2010, and

          16           2011 -- for 2010, 2011, the first two boxes,

          17           you show a showcase subtotal in both of those,

          18           but I thought this here was the first year for

          19           the showcase?

          20                    MR. HENDERSON:  Well, yeah, that's
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          21           just referring to those age groups by then that

          22           were a part of ODP.  The showcase event itself

          23           was held -- it wouldn't be a part of the

          24           showcase event, so it didn't exist in 2009 and

          25           2010, it's just the showcase years.
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           1                    MR. STURM:  So the 127, 189, 107, and

           2           126 don't belong there?

           3                    MR. HENDERSON:  Can you repeat again?

           4           For what year?

           5                    MR. STURM:  The first two boxes where

           6           you have the showcase subtotal, the bottom

           7           green row in each where the numbers are going

           8           left to right, 127, 189, 107 and 126, if you

           9           didn't have showcases in those years, where did

          10           those numbers come from?

          11                    MR. HENDERSON:  Call it the older kids

          12           in ODP.

          13                    MR. STURM:  Oh, okay.

          14                    MR. HENDERSON:  Any other questions?

          15           So as you can see in the box for 2009 and 2010,

          16           2011, a good place, showcase with the older

          17           kids in the ODP.

          18                    MS. MAAS:  I just want to make a

          19           statement that Gordon and the ODP players came

          20           to our complex and did a session or two and we

          21           enjoyed having them, but it was so impressive

          22           seeing all those kids there, how well organized

          23           they were, how well it went, and the attention
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          24           to detail that you and your staff have done.

          25           Congratulations, you have done a great job with
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           1           that.

           2                    MR. HENDERSON:  I appreciate that.

           3           Any questions for ODP?

           4                    MR. MARTELLA:  Okay.  The OSYSA

           5           sponsored coach license classes for the last

           6           three years.

           7                    MR. HENDERSON:  We do have 31 licensed

           8           courses this past year, 643 coaches went

           9           through it.  The new D license will be unveiled

          10           going for training in October, I believe, and

          11           then again in January in the convention.  So

          12           I'll see what changes.

          13                    In terms of trends, we're starting to

          14           see a trend, which makes sense, for the youth

          15           module courses in E, as U.S. Soccer moved the

          16           prearranged requirement for entry into the E,

          17           that there is no longer a prerequisite of the

          18           youth module to enter that course, so

          19           ultimately more coaches are choosing to begin

          20           there.

          21                    Our overall numbers are very healthy.

          22           Any time you've got above 600, that's a good

          23           thing.  I'm happy with the license portion

          24           numbers.

          25                    MR. MARTELLA:  Any questions?
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           1                    MS. SHIELDS:  Well, I just have a

           2           question.  With the NSCAA and their licensing

           3           courses in the USFF, do you see over the next

           4           five years any chance, an attempt to keep those

           5           programs separate or at any point in time that

           6           you would see those merging?

           7                    MR. HENDERSON:  That's a great

           8           question.  I would not be surprised if we see

           9           more integration between the two groups.  I

          10           think the first step is happening this year

          11           with the convention happening at the same time.

          12                    MS. SHIELDS:  Right.

          13                    MR. HENDERSON:  U.S. Soccer is going

          14           through a major reshake right now in its

          15           education component in terms of getting word

          16           out to its members.  I wouldn't be surprised to

          17           see that there will be more of a line up there.

          18                    MS. SHIELDS:  And then that really --

          19           It's too early to tell, but that could impact

          20           in terms of revenue and who sponsors those and

          21           whether those come out of state associations

          22           or, you know, whether they would move to be in

          23           the NCAA?

          24                    MR. HENDERSON:  Potentially, yes.

          25                    MS. SHIELDS:  It's too early?
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           1                    MR. HENDERSON:  It's too -- If

           2           anything was to happen, I think it would be the
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           3           other way, that -- and, again, this is just my

           4           opinion of getting insight.  I think I

           5           potentially foresee the NCAA model becoming

           6           solidified by U.S. Soccer.  That's just my gut.

           7           I think there's an awful lot of money being

           8           spent by U.S. Soccer right now in terms of the

           9           direction that it's going with its educational

          10           model.

          11                    MS. SHIELDS:  Okay.

          12                    MR. MARTELLA:  Okay.  Review of IRS

          13           Form 990 for the period ending August 31, 2011.

          14                    MR. FRISBIE:  Jim asked for a copy of

          15           those.

          16                    MR. CLINE:  I have copies of it.

          17                    MR. STURM:  I just have -- I've got it

          18           started, it's not there yet.

          19                    MR. CLINE:  It's 2010.  2010, the way

          20           this goofy organization runs, the fiscal year

          21           for 2010 ends August 31, 2011.  2011 is due --

          22           or we're currently in fiscal year 2011.  Okay?

          23                    MR. STURM:  Okay.  That's why.

          24                    MR. CLINE:  So on August 31st -- And

          25           then we have until July 15 of 2013 to file for
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           1           2011.

           2                    MR. STURM:  You're supposed to have it

           3           filed --

           4                    MR. CLINE:  Well, the IRS says --

           5                    MR. STURM:  -- four and half months

           6           after the period closes, but you can ask for
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           7           extensions.

           8                    MR. CLINE:  Yeah, and extensions are

           9           automatic.  So it's January 15 to April 15 to

          10           July 15.  So I'm sure we'll file it by

          11           January 15 this year, but we can't file it

          12           April 15 or July 15, 2013 for 2011.  Now,

          13           that's on non-profit things, so I can only tell

          14           you what that's over.

          15                    MR. MARTELLA:  Thank you.

          16                    MR. CLINE:  I mean, if anybody would

          17           like a copy of it, we can sent it out.  It's

          18           public knowledge, but the 2010 is currently

          19           available.

          20                    MR. MARTELLA:  Okay.  Any other

          21           questions on the 990?

          22                    Proposed Constitutional amendment

          23           permitting representation for tournament and

          24           other players at the OSYSA's AGM.

          25                    MR. STURM:  This is my proposal.  At
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           1           the last June 12 meeting there was a short

           2           discussion.  I believe, Bill, you mentioned

           3           something about figuring out a way of getting

           4           representation for the OSYSA players and this

           5           does that, along with the other otherwise

           6           unrepresented registered players; specifically,

           7           tournament teams, MRSS league and their

           8           tournament guest players, all of whom are

           9           registered Ohio South players and provides a
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          10           mechanism to have them represented at the AGM,

          11           just like every other registered player.

          12                    MR. MARTELLA:  And this is to present

          13           this to the membership, correct?

          14                    MR. STURM:  Yes.  My motion is that

          15           the board of directors recommend this change to

          16           the membership to be considered at the January,

          17           2013 AGM.

          18                    MR. MARTELLA:  Motion?

          19                    MR. STURM:  I would move that.

          20                    MR. CLINE:  Second.  Since this is a

          21           Constitutional change, would you let this go

          22           through the Constitution Committee review

          23           first?

          24                    MR. STURM:  We could.

          25                    MR. CLINE:  I mean, and kind of the
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           1           way I would see that is, you know, maybe we

           2           have a strategy meeting of that committee and

           3           kind of come up with the hit list of these

           4           things we've got to look at.  Maybe, you know,

           5           there might be others that other members would

           6           like to present.  Maybe we should concentrate

           7           on some of these.  But if we change the

           8           Constitution now, it's going to make that job

           9           much harder, wouldn't you agree?

          10                    MR. STURM:  Actually, this is a very

          11           minor change.  And as Mr. Posey mentioned at

          12           the last meeting, there is a general sense of

          13           fairness that everybody have a representation
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          14           at the meeting.  We can adopt this, recommend

          15           this to the board now, and as part of our

          16           Constitutional thing, as Jim Martella

          17           suggested, it's going to be a long process.

          18           But in the meantime, stretching on certainly

          19           for a year, in the meantime this would allow

          20           representation at the AGM.

          21                    MR. POSEY:  I just like the concept of

          22           throwing it to the committee in round table.  I

          23           get tired of changing the rules, changing the

          24           regulations, proposing changes to the

          25           Constitution at every meeting.  And I'd just
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           1           like to have it done in a coherent fashion.  I

           2           think it's putting the committee to work, you

           3           know, six people, makes ultimate sense even

           4           though it might compensate the issue, I think

           5           that's well taken.

           6                    MR. MARTELLA:  Mr. Manley?

           7                    MR. MANLEY:  Just an observation, if

           8           you would, when you do this, you need to take

           9           into consideration how operationally you keep

          10           from double counting in that.  Certainly, you

          11           want to give everyone the representation, but

          12           make sure that you have all the glitches and

          13           all the various registration systems so that,

          14           you know, you don't start multiplying the

          15           factor.  Because then you would have to pay for

          16           them twice, which we need not do.
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          17                    MR. CLINE:  Your feeling, thought, is

          18           that these players need to be represented

          19           pretty quick.  So if we don't approve this

          20           tonight, we can't get this on the Constitution

          21           or before the membership, even though this --

          22                    MR. MARTELLA:  It could be --

          23                    MR. CLINE:  It's not going to affect

          24           it for a year.

          25                    MR. MARTELLA:  It could be proposed by
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           1           leagues, it could also be proposed by the board

           2           of directors.

           3                    MR. CLINE:  Right.

           4                    MR. MARTELLA:  So there's multiple

           5           avenues to get this on the agenda.

           6                    MR. CLINE:  Okay.  So we could still

           7           approve this, and then if something happens

           8           that we start working on this Constitutional

           9           thing prior to December, we could pull it,

          10           right?

          11                    MR. STURM:  Yes.

          12                    MR. MARTELLA:  Effectively, yes.

          13                    MR. STURM:  Depending on the timing of

          14           it.

          15                    MR. CLINE:  Because we're not going to

          16           have Constitutional changes for the -- by

          17           January.  I doubt it.

          18                    MR. STURM:  I would think not.

          19                    MR. CLINE:  Do you think --

          20                    MR. STURM:  I would think that would
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          21           be very piecemeal at best.

          22                    MR. CLINE:  So --

          23                    MR. STURM:  January, 2013 you're

          24           referring to?

          25                    MR. CLINE:  Yes.
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           1                    MR. STURM:  No.

           2                    MR. CLINE:  But you've got to do this

           3           tonight to get that on January, '13.  I

           4           understand,  I'm sorry.  But you're right,

           5           Mr. Posey is right, too.  I mean, we probably

           6           want to just do the absolute priorities or

           7           otherwise you're just going to make that job

           8           much more -- you know, we're going to have so

           9           many of those out here because we can't

          10           understand the damn thing now.

          11                    MR. RUFFOLO:  And part of the thing is

          12           that the Constitutional Committee may determine

          13           that we change a lot of things.

          14                    MR. CLINE:  Uh-hum.

          15                    MR. RUFFOLO:  And before we add

          16           something else into that Constitution, let's

          17           have the committee look at it.  That's my

          18           opinion first.

          19                    I agree that these -- everybody needs

          20           to have representation.  Although, it's not a

          21           significant amount, but I think before we jump,

          22           why don't we have that meeting and start

          23           working on things and address this as one of
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          24           the issues.

          25                    MR. MARTELLA:  End of the discussion?
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           1           Those in favor?

           2                    MR. TINNERMAN:  We're voting to --

           3                    MR. MARTELLA:  To recommend this to

           4           the members that would vote on this at the AGM.

           5                    MR. TINNERMAN:  Okay.

           6                    MR. MARTELLA:  Those in favor, signify

           7           by saying aye.  Those opposed?  Motion failed.

           8                    Affinity system, risk management and

           9           compliance with policy, federal law and Ohio

          10           law.  I think we touched on that somewhat.

          11                    MR. STURM:  I gave Mr. Martella a copy

          12           of the letter that I had previously given to

          13           Tom in the hopes that some of the problems

          14           would be addressed.  And, indeed, one of the

          15           items that I brought up that we're not in

          16           compliance with the Federal Credit Reporting

          17           Act, Tom is addressing and did contact the

          18           lawyer to work on that.  So we're making

          19           progress.  And I do ask Tom to take a second

          20           look at that letter to make sure that we are

          21           getting closer to being in full compliance.

          22                    MR. MARTELLA:  Would you do me a

          23           favor, I'm going to provide this letterthat you

          24           gave to me to Tom.

          25                    MR. STURM:  He has a copy.
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           1                    MR. MARTELLA:  If you would send me an

           2           email of it?

           3                    MR. STURM:  I have got several copies

           4           of it.  There is a copy for you as well.  The

           5           coach license in Affinity, there is a problem,

           6           I believe.  If a coach asks if we have a

           7           license, they get a license that says no

           8           license, no license.

           9                    MR. MARTELLA:  That should be my name

          10           on there.

          11                    MR. STURM:  Well, therein lies the

          12           problem.  You're issuing an official document

          13           that's very easy to take that no license and

          14           put an E there, to make a copy of it, and now

          15           they've got a new license.

          16                    MR. MARTELLA:  How is that generated?

          17           What's that from?

          18                    MR. FRISBIE:  I'll have to look into

          19           it.

          20                    MR. STURM:  I understand, the way I

          21           understand it, if somebody goes into the system

          22           and says give me a copy of all of my licenses,

          23           that's what they get.  That doesn't seem like a

          24           very --

          25                    MR. ROSSI:  Let's get in there now and
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           1           get a license before they change it.  If they

           2           have no license --
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           3                    MR. MARTELLA:  Player registrations.

           4                    MR. STURM:  The player registration

           5           system, the way it is to be uploaded is

           6           cumbersome, to say the least.  There's two

           7           sets, a page of instructions about where you

           8           have to attach a file, you have to click, you

           9           have to download, you have to register a team

          10           before you can upload the system.

          11                    And I have no idea how the

          12           recreational league is going to be able to

          13           register all the teams be it the Dolphins or

          14           whatever team they are before they get

          15           registered.  I mean, the whole registration

          16           process is a problem.  Plus, as I understand

          17           it, currently there is no way to register

          18           coaches and to upload coaches into the system.

          19                    MR. MARTELLA:  So this is the league

          20           submitting the data to Ohio South?

          21                    MR. STURM:  Yes.

          22                    MR. MARTELLA:  You can't upload?

          23                    MR. STURM:  You cannot upload coaches.

          24                    MR. RUFFOLO:  They sent all that to me

          25           and --
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           1                    MR. FRISBIE:  We've had a number of

           2           leagues go through registration already, and

           3           they haven't had any of these issues per se.

           4                    MR. RUFFOLO:  He doesn't have an

           5           issue.

           6                    MS. MAAS:  John, I don't see --
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           7                    MR. RUFFOLO:  I thought that we were

           8           doing pretty good.

           9                    MR. STURM:  Unless the problem has

          10           been fixed in the last couple of weeks.

          11                    MR. MARTELLA:  We need to have some

          12           type of communication between all these people

          13           and a conduit back to the office at some point

          14           so we can identify these things that are going

          15           haywire.  And then, you know, hopefully, not to

          16           come to a board meeting and go through the

          17           laundry list of all these items.  I'd like to

          18           get these things done before we get here.

          19                    MR. STURM:  Well, sometimes they send

          20           these things to Tom and I don't always get them

          21           necessarily.  On the tournament sanctioning, I

          22           got an email that a tournament was sanctioned

          23           on 317 and 318, all on the same day, 318, 452,

          24           455, 506, 516, 519, 538, and then four days

          25           later, all from the same tournament.
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           1                    The tournament sanctioning thing is a

           2           real problem.  Also, the tournament

           3           sanctioning, I got an email that the tournament

           4           had been sanctioned, but I don't know what

           5           tournament it was.

           6                    MR. MARTELLA:  Do you understand these

           7           issues?

           8                    MR. FRISBIE:  I mean, I can review

           9           them, but the one that happened maybe in March
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          10           was as a result of --

          11                    MR. STURM:  No, this was in August.

          12                    MR. FRISBIE:  I understand the second

          13           one.  The first one you said was late March.

          14                    MR. MARTELLA:  No, June 1 and

          15           August 1.  Okay?

          16                    MR. STURM:  On the tournament

          17           sanctioning, on the tournament page, in

          18           addition to it being difficult to navigate, why

          19           aren't the sanctioning forms posted?  Because

          20           when people go to this page, the first thing

          21           they want to do is click on -- see the

          22           tournament sanctioning form so they know the

          23           cost and everything else.

          24                    MR. MARTELLA:  I'd like you, if you

          25           could, when these things pop up, send them to
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           1           me and then I will make sure that they get to

           2           the appropriate person, whether it's Jim, Tom,

           3           or whatever, to get these things corrected, if

           4           you would.

           5                    MR. STURM:  I would be happy to.

           6                    MR. MARTELLA:  You know, I would like

           7           to know what's going on and I can come after

           8           you and try to figure out what we need to do to

           9           fix it.

          10                    MR. STURM:  The final item that I had

          11           was the staff making policy decisions

          12           specifically that, you know, player data is not

          13           submitted and paid for by the arbitrary dates
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          14           of April 15 and October 15, insurance coverage

          15           for those players will be denied.  And I don't

          16           believe that is a staff decision, I think

          17           that's a policy decision that if things aren't

          18           paid for by a certain date, you don't have

          19           insurance coverage.  I don't think that staff

          20           has the authority to withhold insurance

          21           coverage.

          22                    MR. MARTELLA:  Did anybody withhold

          23           insurance coverage?

          24                    MR. FRISBIE:  No.

          25                    MR. STURM:  That's a threat that's
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           1           been made in the past.

           2                    MR. MARTELLA:  I think what we used to

           3           do, at least when I was there, we would send

           4           out letters and we would have to start by like

           5           in April to try to get the money by June 30 or

           6           whatever that would say they would lose their

           7           coverage.  The same thing, you put the thing

           8           out and send us your money by October 15 or

           9           October 30, so we get it by January 1, so they

          10           wouldn't lose their coverage.  It's kind of the

          11           thing that you ask your own staff throughout

          12           the program.  At least as it is by here, we

          13           extend the deadline.  I don't know that anybody

          14           was denied any privileges by Ohio South.

          15                    MR. STURM:  Pam did send out emails

          16           specifically that said, maybe it was last year,
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          17           not this year, but it specifically said if not

          18           paid by April 15, you lose your insurance

          19           coverage.  I don't think that's right.

          20                    MR. MARTELLA:  Send me that.

          21                    MR. STURM:  You're encouraging to

          22           start to send it in, but that's different than

          23           the stated threat of loss of insurance

          24           coverage.

          25                    MR. MARTELLA:  There is a point where
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           1           they will lose their coverage, but there's the

           2           thing, you know, get your money in.

           3                    MR. RUFFOLO:  If they go through the

           4           whole season.

           5                    MR. MARTELLA:  That's when they lose

           6           their coverage.  If they're not in the system,

           7           we can't pay their claims.

           8                    MR. FRISBIE:  Technically, they can't

           9           enforce that until the specified dates.  What

          10           we have been doing is sending out a letter

          11           prior to that to let them know, hey, we haven't

          12           received any payment, try to send it in by this

          13           date.

          14                    MR. STURM:  The last item that I

          15           have -- Oh, I'm sorry, let's go to the good of

          16           the game.

          17                    MR. RUFFOLO:  I thought you said that

          18           was the last one.

          19                    MR. MARTELLA:  We're not quite there

          20           yet.
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          21                    MR. STURM:  I'm sorry, I jumped ahead,

          22           my mistake.

          23                    MR. MARTELLA:  Okay.  The next meeting

          24           date, Tuesday, December 4.  The AGM is

          25           scheduled for January 5, 2013.  And now we're
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           1           into the next one.

           2                    MR. STURM:  A copy of the

           3           international clearances has come up and there

           4           is quite a bit of confusion.  In doing some

           5           research, different state associations have

           6           different things out there.  I know Michigan

           7           had a policy and I know the federation changed

           8           theirs in 2009.  And, quite honestly, I'm not

           9           quite sure what it is.

          10                    And I always thought it would start at

          11           age 16, but I read one player one place that

          12           anybody with a foreign birth certificate has to

          13           have an international clearance, even

          14           eight-year-old rec players.  I'm totally

          15           confused by the whole thing.  I know that both

          16           Virginia -- here's a copy of the Virginia

          17           international clearance waiver and

          18           Massachusetts has got something.  Massachusetts

          19           talked about but only if you play in State Cup,

          20           which doesn't really say why.

          21                    MR. POSEY:  That's their own little

          22           thing.

          23                    MR. STURM:  So what I would ask, that
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          24           Tom do some research and figure out what the

          25           international clearance policy is.
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           1                    MR. MARTELLA:  You can get that from

           2           Mr. Croucher.

           3                    MR. STURM:  Because we looked on the

           4           Ohio South website and we couldn't find

           5           anything.

           6                    MR. MARTELLA:  Right.

           7                    MR. STURM:  And I think it's important

           8           before we get into a jam because if -- say

           9           you're age 13, went to regionals, had a player

          10           with a foreign birth certificate and there's

          11           not some form signed, you could get in a jam at

          12           regionals.  And the way I understand it, it's

          13           anybody with a foreign birth certificate,

          14           even --

          15                    MR. CLINE:  Do the leagues know this?

          16                    MR. MARTELLA:  They dropped that.

          17           Again, while I was executive director, you

          18           didn't have to deal with it unless you were 18.

          19           And so, you know, everything we sent in to the

          20           federation trying to get -- hey, this kid is

          21           not 18, you know, we'll just let him play.  And

          22           that was the last thing I had while I was an

          23           employee.  And now Jim is saying that he finds

          24           that they're back to anyone that has a foreign

          25           birth certificate now has to have international
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           1           clearance again.

           2                    MR. STURM:  I can send you both the

           3           links that we found.

           4                    MR. RUFFOLO:  That's a different

           5           question, there's more kids that have

           6           international clearance.

           7                    MR. MARTELLA:  The federation, USFF.

           8           Now, the question is, this issue is --

           9                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Are you clear?

          10                    MR. HENDERSON:  I'm a citizen, I'll

          11           have you know.  Thank you very much.

          12                    MR. STURM:  By the way, Gordon, if

          13           you're a U.S. citizen, it still doesn't matter.

          14           If you have a Scottish birth certificate, you

          15           have to be cleared.  You can't play anymore

          16           sports.

          17                    MR. HENDERSON:  You're picking on me

          18           again.

          19                    MR. MARTELLA:  One of the things you

          20           cannot do in Ohio, any other state

          21           association's policies, rules or whatever, they

          22           talk about State Cup, President's Cup,

          23           international clearance, we have to go right to

          24           the federation and get this thing, on what the

          25           current position is.  And then once we have
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           1           that, then we can put it out to all of our

           2           leagues, recreational and competitive, to
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           3           follow the standards as established by USFF.

           4                    MR. ROSSI:  And I'm sure there's a fee

           5           involved in processing those.

           6                    MR. STURM:  The reason I bring this up

           7           is I don't want somebody to get in a jam here.

           8                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Sure.

           9                    MR. STURM:  You know, let's -- If it's

          10           true, it's going to be a pain in the ass to

          11           deal with, but I'd much rather -- If we're

          12           going to at some point get somebody caught in a

          13           jam and then we're out on a limb, Ohio South is

          14           embarrassed because we have illegal players in

          15           the regionals or the nationals, it's not good.

          16                    MR. MARTELLA:  You have international

          17           players that play in the national championships

          18           that have a professional contract.  Fancy that

          19           one.

          20                    MR. STURM:  I didn't know about those.

          21                    MR. MARTELLA:  What else?

          22                    MS. MAAS:  Me.

          23                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Let's go.

          24                    MS. MAAS:  I beg your pardon?  I'll

          25           talk as long as I want.
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           1                    MR. RUFFOLO:  Come on, Carol, you've

           2           been talking too much.

           3                    MS. MAAS:  I know.  No, I can talk as

           4           long as I want.

           5                    MR. STURM:  Carol, I'm all for that.

           6                    MS. MAAS:  I know you are, Jim.  Half
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           7           these things could have been called in to Tom.

           8           Tom is not a super man, he is a human being who

           9           has a very, very difficult job.  So when we

          10           expect things to be done, they're just not

          11           always done right in the instant because he has

          12           things to do.  So I would suggest before we

          13           have another meeting to think about all the

          14           things that we could not bring to the meeting

          15           but we could solve outside this room and can

          16           and do and will.  So I would very much

          17           encourage you to do that.

          18                    The second thing is, I want to tell

          19           you, I got a couple of emails after President's

          20           Cup and I always end my meetings on a positive

          21           note, as does Jim Martella, and I got some nice

          22           emails saying how wonderful the President's Cup

          23           was and that they're coming back and they went

          24           on to regionals and they were in the finals.

          25           So I was very, very happy to hear that.  So I
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           1           thought that that was something that you would

           2           like to hear.  And Bud has been smashing bugs

           3           over here, too.  That's it.

           4                    MR. MANLEY:  I only got one, though.

           5                    MR. POSEY:  The rest of them are over

           6           here.

           7                    Carol, I actually have it written down

           8           almost exactly what you said as to your first

           9           point.  You said it more eloquently than I can.
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          10           I would just add, I would say all these

          11           requests for information, and I thought it

          12           would be through you, Mr. Martella, and then

          13           direct the staff that you deem appropriate so

          14           we don't waste -- not waste, but direct all

          15           this time in these meetings to these efforts.

          16                    The other thing I would say, I just

          17           mentioned it briefly before, because I did get

          18           a chance to attend a meeting this past week

          19           with respect to risk management.  You guys

          20           should all feel very proud of what we did,

          21           making those rule changes, that three people

          22           who would have been disqualified over our old

          23           rules, really wonderful people.

          24                    One guy was the epitome of what we

          25           talked about, an 18-year-old mistake, he's now
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           1           38 or 39 years old.  He would not have been

           2           allowed to coach.  We have three people now

           3           involved in the game that would not have been

           4           involved but for the changes.  And you should

           5           feel good about that.

           6                    MR. MARTELLA:  Anything else?  Okay.

           7           Thank you very much and I look forward to our

           8           next meeting.

           9                            - - -

          10

          11               (MEETING ADJOURNED AT 9:20 P.M.)

          12

          13
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           1                    C E R T I F I C A T E

           2   STATE OF OHIO          :
                                      :    SS:
           3   COUNTY OF BUTLER       :

           4

           5           I, Irene D. Donner, the undersigned, a

           6   Registered Professional and Merit Reporter and duly

           7   qualified and commissioned Notary Public within and for

           8   the State of Ohio, do hereby certify that I recorded in

           9   stenotypy and thereafter had transcribed into

          10   typewritten form the within-styled transcript of

          11   proceedings; and that the foregoing 113 pages is a

          12   true, complete and accurate record of my stenotypy

          13   notes.

          14           I further certify that I am neither counsel,

          15   attorney, relative nor employee of any of the parties

          16   herein, nor in any way interested in the within action.
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          17
                         IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my.
          18        hand and official seal of office at Fairfield,
                    Ohio, this 21st day of September, 2012.
          19

          20

          21
                                   __________________________________
          22                       IRENE D. DONNER, RPR-RMR
                                   Notary Public - State of Ohio
          23                       My Commission expires 7/17/16.

          24

          25
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